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PREFACE

Shilha, which is spoken in southwest Morocco, is one of
the most widely distributed of the Berber languages. The
dialect described in this work is found in the area extending
from Agadir to Ifni and as far east as Taroudant. Shilha is
still the predominant language in rural areas, though Arabic
has replaced it in the towns. The presence of Arabic has
influenced the dialect, as can be seen from the large number
of Arabic loan-words, and also from the fact that there are
two methods of counting, one using native Shilha words and
the other using Arabic words. The Shilha numerals are used
generally by women and occasionally by men in the rural
areas, while Arabic numerals are used almost exclusively
by men in business transactions. Traces of Spanish and
French influence can also be found; the names of the months,
for example, are obviously borrowed from Spanish.
The purpose of this work is to provide a general description of the structure of the language by examining the phonology, i.e., the sound-types and their relative distribution;
the morphology, i.e., the major form-classes; and the syntax, i.e., the relative distribution of the form-classes. The
description is intended to serve as a general outline of the
structure rather than as a minutely detailed grammar.
Sample texts and a vocabulary are included. Recordings of
the texts are permanently deposited with the Linguistics
Department of the University of Pennsylvania.
The author's principal informant was Mr. Madani ben
Embarek, a native of Ifni, and the analysis presented herein
is based chiefly on his speech. Additional material was
furnished by Mr. Embarek's brother, Mr. Houssein ben
Embarek al Bouchenne. Supplementary evidence to support
some of the conclusions reached in the analysis was found
in conversations with Mr. Embarek and his brother, as well
as with certain of their friends. The author gratefully
acknowledges his indebtedness to these ge Atlemen, without
whose cooperation the study would have been impossible.
The author was aided in carrying out the basic research
by a number of grants provided by the American Council of
Learned Societies through its Program in Oriental Languages;
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it is under the Auspices of this organization, also, that the
work is being published. Grateful acknowledgment is made

for this assistance. The author also wishes to express his
gratitude to Professor Zellig S. Harris, of the University of
Pennsylvania, who supervised the research; to Dr, Henry
Hoenigswald and Dr. Leigh Lisker, who gave many helpful
suggestions; and to Dr, Carleton Coon, who provided some
of the books mentioned in the bibliography.

J. R. A.
March, 1958.
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1.12

CHAPTER I
PHONOLOGY

1.0 Introduction
The phonemes to be discussed in this section are it k b d g f s
z
xghh
n l r iau*:+-1 1/.1 In addition to these phonemes, the element # (see 1.6) is included in this section because of
its influence on certain phonological processes.
1.1 Consonants
1.11 It/ includes the following sound types:
Ith1 released and slightly aspirated occurs in the environments
/+tV/, /+t-V/, and /t+/. An example of this is found in the word
(thibtiaerthj 'garden'.
[e], released but unaspirated, occurs in /VtV/, /CtV/, /tC/, /VtC/,
and /CtC/, e.g., (aetbirj 'pigeon', (wturdin1 'back', (its) 'sleep',
It bhould be noted that the consonant in the last three environments may not be a nasal.a
(t 1, unreleased, occurs before nasals: e.g., (tit1titi1 'they'. This
allophone may also occur as an alternant of (t1 before other
consonants in long sequences of rapid speech.
domal or emphatic, occurs with /*/. When it occurs before
/*+/, it is unreleased. In other environments, however, it is
released. This is the only allophone of /t/ that may occur in
the environments /t*/ or /tVC*/.
(hh1, a fortis allophone, occurs with 1:1 in /t:/, /tC:/, or /OA/.
When the sequence is /V--Ct:+/, the aspiration is increased.3
1.12 /k/ includps the following sound types:
CO], released and slightly aspirated, occurs initially before /a/
and before /+/, e.g., (Ithaenun1 'fireplace'.
(kb released but unaspirated, occurs in /Vka/.
(kY1 is slightly aspirated and palatalized. It occurs before /1/,
e.g., (kYitnil 'you'.
1The methods used in phonemic analysis are those described in
Z. S. Harris's Methods in Structural Linguistics, pages 25-125. Certain typographical conventions are followed. Phonemes and phonemic
transcriptions are placed between diagonal lines / h allophones and
phonetic transcriptions are enclosed in square brackets [ ]; the symbol means "or". V= any vowel; C = any consonant. Translations are
enclosed in single quotation marks.
2
For additional data on consonantal release, see Appendix to Chap. I.
3
Additional data is found in section 1.24 and the Appendix to Chal.. I.
1
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[kw) differs from the preceding allophones because of the labialized release. It occurs before /u/. It may vary freely, however, with (kb) and [k].
[kt], emphatic, occurs 'with /*/. When it occurs before /u/, there

may be a labialized release.'
1.13 /b/ has few allophones. In borrowed words it occurs as a
substitute for an original fp), e.g,, /babor/ from Spanish vapor 'ship'.
(b1 voiced, bilabial, released stop occurs before vowels and
voiced consonants. Before /+/ it may occur unreleased, e.g.,
[kodub] 'lies'.
[bv1), partially voicelesr, occurs before voiceless consonants,
e.g., fidubvithl 'it melted'. It also occurs in /sbV/.
(k) occurs in the same environments as those given for the other
fortis consonants.
1.14 /d/, like /b/, has few allophones.
[d], released, occurs before vowels and voiced consonants,
Before /+/ it occurs as a free variant of (d1]. It should be
noted that it does not occur before nasals.
d
[ 11, unreleased, occurs before nasals and before /+/. In the
latter position it may vary with [cl].
domal, emphatic, occurs with /*/ or in /dV*/ or /dVC*/.
[d] occurs with /:/ in the same environments as those given for
other fortis consonants.
1.15 /g/ does not occur frequently.
Igj, released, occurs before vowels, consonants, or /+/.
[gw] has a slightly labialized release. It occurs before /u/, but
it seems to vary freely with [g] in this position.
[) the occurrence of this allophone is limited by the same conditions as those that limit the occurrence of other fortis consonants.
1,16 /f/. There are few restrictions on the occurrence of this phoneme. It occurs before vowels as well as before voiceless consonants.
It does not occur before voiced consonants without the introduction of
11 (1.72) or /-/ (1.42). In /f1V/ or /frV/, it may occur as VI, or there
may be a transposition of the vowel so that /i-frah/ 'he enjoyed' often
occurs as /i- farh /.
'The description of the vocalic allophones (1.2) makes it possible
to simplify the description of consonants with palatalized or labialized
release. Because these allophones occur only before /i/ or /u/ respectively, and because /1/ and /u/ are known to consist of two components:
vocalic and semi-consonantal, sequences in which the palatalized or
labialized release occurs can be treated as sequences of /C1/ or /Cu/.
2

1.115
1.17 /s/ includes the following sound types;

[A) occurs with /;/ as do the fortis consonants already described.
if), like the sounds (t
occurs with /*/ in the environments
described for other emphatic consonants.
(s) is heard in environments other than those described above.
It should be noted that when it occurs before a yoked consonant there is usually the introduction of [el or 1./.
1.18 /11/ seems to occur freely and with few restrictions that can be
described here. It should be noted that like /s/ it occurs before voiced
consonants with the introduction of (0), A fortis variant occurs in the
environments given for other consonants of this type.
1.19 /z/ occurs freely.
domal, emphatic occurs with /*/ and in the environments
described for the other emphatic consonants.
(z) occurs with 111.
1.110

/l/. There are few restrictions on the occurrence of this

phoneme. A variant, [5], occurs initially, and frequently in /nZ+/.
1.111 /x/, a voiceless, palato-velar spirant, has the following positional variants:
kY) with slightly palataliZed release occurs before /1/.

kw) occurs before /u/. The labial release is not so clear as in
[kw) or jgwj. Often the release is not detectable, so that this
sound appears to vary freely with [x].
kl occurs before consonants (except voiced stops), before vowels,
and before /+/.

kl occurs with /:/.
1.112 /g./ is a voiced palato-velar spirant.
(e), slightly palatalized, occurs before /i/.
(gw) occurs before /u/. As in the case of kw), the labialized
release may be dropped, so that the sound is heard simply

as te.

[it) occurs in all environments except those just described.
1.113 /h/ does not occur frequently. It is found before vowels.
When it occurs after /41, it is preceded by N.
1.114 /4/, a voiceless palato-velar spirant, occurs with few restrictions. When it occurs before consonants, there is a vocalic release
similar to [°] but differing slightly because it is whispered.
1.115 /4/, a voiced pharyngeal spirant, apparently occurs only when
preceded or followed by a vowel, i.e., in /4-1V/, /V'V /, /C'V /, /V'C /, and
/V' +/.
3
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1.110 /m/ includes the following sound types:
[m] as a bilabial nasal occurs before vowels or before 1+1 after
a vowel or in /NinC/ (provided the consonant that follows is
not a stop).
(gib syllabic, occurs in /+mC/ or /Cm+/.
unreleased occurs before stops.
(m91 occurs as a variant of (tyil in /+mC/ or as a variant of /m/,
1.117 /n/ as a dental nasal occurs in hnV/, /VnV/, /VnC/ (except
where Czl/k/ or /g/), /Vn+/ and /rn+/.
[0, syllabic, occurs in hnC/, /Cn+/ and /CnC/: e.g., (rita] 'he',

(ptItitij 'they'.
(n1 with a short vocalic release occur.:, as a variant of (;11 in
/+nC/: e.g., [piltiti] may occur as (ilk: +6]
(0j occurs before /k/ or /g/: e.g., [inky] 'he arose'.
1.118 /1/ occurs when preceded or followed by a vowel.
DJ syllabic occurs in /+IC/ or /C1+/.
[11 with a short vocalic release alternates with (1).
(lb slightly backed, occurs with 0/. If preceded by a consonant,

it occurs as W.
1.119 In includes a variety of trills.

(raj occurs in /+rV/. After /#/ it is preceded by a short glottal
stop.

Irtj occurs in /VrV/ or /VrC/ (provided the consonant is a stop)
and before /+/ when there is no drop in tone.
(2] occurs before fricatives and nasals, It also occurs before
/+/ when there is a drop in tone.
Er] syllabic occurs in /+rC/. The syllabic quality of this allophone
is due to Pj which always occurs with it. This [a] sometimes
seems to be whispered and may be overshadowed by the trill.

Ell a domal trill occurs with /*/.
12 Vowels
/i/ includes a variety of sound types.
(Ty] occurs in /+iV/ or /+i-V/. It also occurs in /ViV/ or /CiV/.
in some cases the initial component is shortened, so that it
appears to vary freely with (y).
(1) occurs in kiCV/, /Cil/, /CiC:/, /Ci+/, /+i-C/. It should be
noted that the following consonant may not be le, /x/, or /h/.
(it) occurs as a variant of DA in /+i-C/.
(tj occurs in /CiC/ unless the second consonant is /g/, /x/ or /h/1
or is followed by /*/. It also occurs before two consonants.
[ *] occurs with 4/, /x/, /h/, and in /iC*/. It should be noted that
(t) and [f] may be lowered slightly so that they approach the
upper mid vowels.

1.21

4

1.31

1.22 /a/

occurs before /+/. After 1+1 it varies freely with [Ee] before

(al

Consonants.
(se)

(A

occurs in /CaC/ (but not /CaC*/
/+aC/ as a troe valiant of jab
approaches (a)

and

tel occurs in /aCi/ or
tal occurs with /*/,
1,23

occurs

or /CaC4). It

before

Ii/

also

occurs in

and /u/.

/aCC/,

/u/

/NV/ or AuW, It also occurs in /VuV/ or /CuV/.'
The initial component is shortened, so that this sound often
occurs as (wj.
[u*J differs from the preceding allophOne in that the initial component is not shortened, while the final component is, so that
the sound may be heard as (u) in rapid speech. In slow speech,
however, this is not the case, and the two components may be
heard, fkirther evidence for the presence of (w) is given by
the fact that the addition of an affix beginning with a vowel
results in a lengthening of the (w)l e,g., (Imitru), (imitruwaet).
(u) occurs in /+uC/ and /uCt/. It also occurs in /Cu:/ or /t4C+/,
Cu) occurs in /CuC/ but not in /CuC*/.
byl differs from the preceding sound in that it is slightly lower
and approaches (o). It occurs with /*/.
1.3 5u rase mental Components
1,31 /*/. This phoneme indicates a back position for certain consonants and all vowels (except MO It differs from the phonemes
described above in that its domain extends over the entire syllable in
whiOw it occurs. In the phonemes previously described, the selection
of allophones is determined by the phonemes immediately before or
after. When /5/ occurs, however, not only the preceding consonant,
but also the vowel and the consonant before that vowel,if any, are
affected: e.g., Mall °finger'. In this word, both (4)'s are domal, and
the vowel between them is a back vowel. Because this is the general
structure of sequences containing an emphatic consonant, it may be
said that there is an element which extends over the three phonemes
in such manner that the point of articulation is further back. The
domain of the phoneme /*/ may then be described more exactly as
/CVC*/, and the example just given can be written /adad*/. It should
be noted that not all consonants have special allophones occuring with
this phoneme, Those that do are It d k s z r 1/. It should also be
noted that in may cases /*/ may be dropped, so that many words have
two forms; e.g., /gidad*10dad*/,
(dw) occurs in

--1-10117,o.irse, non-phonemic. See Appendix to Chapter I, p.9,
5
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L32 1:1. This element indicates increased tension. It is like the
preceding phoneme in that its domain is /CVC:/. The consonants in
this sequence are characterized by lengthening of the period between
closure and release, increased aspiration and a fortis quality. The
vowels, on the other hand, are shortened. In the case of [i] and (u*],
the final component is dropped.'
14 ua. gsli=
1.41 /+/. This phoneme differs from those already described in that
it is not heard as a distinct sound but rather as an interruption in the
sequence of sounds, Because it determines the selection of the allophones of the phonemes around it, however, it must be considered
phonemic. It is, perhaps, the most easily recognized juncture, for it
occurs between words.
In the description of the sound types included in /i/ it was stated
that before vowels the form [it] was used, The utterance
(Tymsict4saerli] 'he brought the bowl' would seem to contradict this
statement. Although [IA would satiety the requirements for inclusion
in /1/, (i] occurring before [a] would not. A further examination of the
utterance, however, discloses that it may be divided into two parts,
each of which satisfies the definition of the term °word". An additional
element may then bt included in the utterance indicating that each part
is a word. This element is /+/. The utterance is then: tiyaesi+alowril.
The environments of [it] and [i] are no longer the same. Because
there is no contrast, both may be included in Ii/.
1,4Z /-/. Like 1+1, this is not heard as a separate sound. It is not
so easily recognized, because it may not be heard as an interruption
in the flow of speech. It must be considered phonemic, however,
because of its influence on the selection of allophones around it. It
occurs between stems and affixes.
In the utterance /ifralg 'he enjoyed', the initial sound
seems to
contradict the conditions for inclusion in /i/. (Since it is before two
consonants, it should occur as (z].) When the utterance is examined
further, however, it becomes apparent that there is an additional
element between /i/ and /fr/. This element is the phoneme /./.
Contours
1.51 4/ is a contour phoneme extending over the utterance in which
it occurs. The chief characteristic is a drop in tone for the last vowel
of the utterance before 4/.
1.5Z /1/ is also a contour phoneme. It differs from A/ in that there
is a high tone on the two vowels just before it.
---rfor a discussion of spectrographic data on this phoneme, see the
Appendix to Chapter I.

in
11.6 Liggictnent /I
/0/ marks the end of phrases. It is included here because of its
importance in describing certain morphophonemic changes which
depend upon its presence or absence in certain utterances.1
1.

1"./1 strthioneme s

The phonemes described above may be classified briefly as conso!tante, vowels, suprasegmental components, junctures, and suprasegmental contours. In this section the distribution of these phonemes
relative to each other will be discussed.
1.71 Distribution of vowels
The phonemes /1/, /a/, and /u/ may occur before and after consonants. They also' occur before or after /+/ or 14, but not in tle
sequence / +V+/, that is, a single vowel may not constitute a word.
Sequences of two different vowels occur frequently. When the first
vowel of the sequence is /a/, the phonetic form of the second vowel is
determined by the phoneme that follows the sequence. U the following
phoneme is a non-syllabic consonant, the two vowels are heard as a
diphthong; e.g., /autil/ 'hare', /aidi/ 'dog'. If the phoneme that follows
is a vowel, the sound before it is consonantal while the first vowel of
the sequence is vocalic; e.g., /aui) [tewill] 'bring'; /slur/ [teiya.r] 'moon'.
It is clear that in /aVV/ there is a syllabic division after /a/ so that the
central vowel is divided between the two syllables. The same is true
when the third phoneme of the sequence is a syllabic consonant.
When the first vowel of the sequence is /i/ or Jul, the pattern is
different. In these cases, it is the initial vowel that loses its vocalic
quality (or has the vocalic component shortened) and is heard as a
'one'; /seta/ fagiyul) 'donkey't
glide (LA or (4: e.g., /Ian/
/Luau/ (watuw] 'nothing'; /i-ausua/ (israwal it is cool'.
Clusters consisting of two of the same vowels (/ii/, /uu/) do not
often, occur, but a few examples can be found; /iih/ [iyah] "yes'; /uuri/
iuwarij 'return'. Apparently the sequence /aa/ does not occur.
It can be stated, then, that vowels occur in /+V-/, /-V-44 /+VC/, / +VV/,
/CVC/, /CVV/, /VVC /, /VVV/, /CV+/, /VV+/. The only exception is 4/,

which may occur in any of the environments listed above except before
another /a/.
1.72 Distribution of consonants
Consonants may occur after or before /V, but not in /+C+/; i.e.,
a single consonant may not constitute a word. They may also occur
freely before and after vowels, so that sequences such as /+CV/, /VCV/,
/VCCV/, /+C -V/, and /V-C+/ are possible. The chief question to be
considered in this section is that of consonantal clusters. Consonants
Iror a detailed description of this element, see Chapter II, 2.5.
7

occurring next to each other may be considered a cluster if they are
not separated by NI or 1+1. A teat of whether two consonants in the
sequence form a cluster is the range of 1:1. If the sequence is a
cluster, both consonants show increased tension when /s/ occurs after
the sequence. If the sequence is not a cluster, only the second consonant shows increased tension when Is/ occurs. It can be stated at the
Outset that there are no clusters involving the repetition of one phoneme; i.e., sequences such as AV, /nn/, etc., do not occur.
The first group of consonants, Akbd g/, may be classified ad
stops. Consonants of this group do not form clusters with other
members of the same group. When the stops occur initially before
phonemes of the second group, As Nz //, the distribution fe corn,
plementary if the stops are divided into two classes: voiced and
voiceless. The voiceless stops may form clusters with A s V/ but
not with /z //. The opposite is true for voiced stops: e.g., AI*/
'apples'; Asa*/ 41augh';2 /dzirt/ 4island°1 /anent/ 'garden'. The same
is true when /k t b d/ occur initially before fi h 4/. /g/ does not occur
with any of this group of phonemes. With /r/, the distribution is again
complementary; the voiceless stops do not form clusters with this
phoneme, while the voiced stops do. All stops occur initially with
/m n 1/ as clusters but not with /x Ia. These stops occur as the initial
members of final clusters, i.e., in /CC+/, only with members of the
second group of consonants. Here again the distribution is complementary. The voiceless stops form clusters only with If s V/ while
the voiced consonants form clusters only with /z X/.
The preceding statements together with the charts that follow, make
it possible to predict the occurrence of (61 in a sequence. In a sequence
of two consonants, if the phonemes do not form a cluster, [a) occurs
between them, in a sequence of three consonants, (al will occur between
any two members of the sequence which do not form a cluster; e.g.,
Aldus*/ 'breakfast'. In this word, /1/ and /f/, since they occur initially,
may not form a cluster, and so the first phoneme occurs with (11 and
is heard as [1]. /1/ and /d/ may not form a cluster, so that VI occurs
between them. The sequence phonetically would then be (411focior).3

'The symbol (II is used in this discussion of the distribution of
consonants for the special type of release discussed in the Appendix
to Chapter I.
2The two words just cited give a clear example of the domain of
/:/ and /5/ in consonantal clusters. In the first word both /t/ and /f/
show additional tension. In the second word both /t/ and /s/ occur with
pharyngealization. In the word Adu:/ 4she went', only /d/ shows additional tension, because /t/ does not combine with /d/ to form a cluster.
3With /1 m n r/ the (0) may be heard at the end of the consonant
so that this word might also occur as (1Geslor).
8

Stress
1. misges=0
nes
Stress in Shi Itia is a non-phonemic feature. The stress patterns
may be summarized briefly by stating that primary or heavy stress
occurs on the last vowel of the stem, provided that the word had no
affixes after the stem. If there Is an affix after the stem, and this
affix contains a vowel, there is secondary or medium stress on the
last vowel of the stem and also on the vowel of the affix. Affixes
occurring before the stem and containing a vowel have medium stress;
and the final vowel of the stern has heavy stress. The other vowels of
the stem have zero stress.'

Appendix to Chapter I

1A.1 Consonantal re
The consonantal release referred co in section 1.1 is an important
feature of the phonology of Shi lha. Although the perception of the
release may be influenced by the environment, there are certain
characteristics that are constant for each consonant. These characteristics were made clearer through the analysis of material with a sound
spectrograph. The spectrographic data show clearly not only the
positions of vowel torments, but also the frequencies at which concentrations of energy occur in consonants.
In the utterance /ibit/ Ihe cut it', the concentrations of energy after
(ti occur at approximately 1$25 cycles and 2$75 cycles respeetively,
and last for approximately 0.2 second. There is also a concentration
of energy at approximately 500 cycles which is shorter in duration.
The same concentrations of energy are found after (t] in the words
/ifat/4he gave it' and /bdixt/ "I started it'.
In the utterance itagit/ 'hole', the formants of the vowel /a/ appear
at 750 cycles and 1500 cycles respectively. These torments do not
appear as straight lines, however, as they do for an isolated /a/, but
as curves with starting points at approximately 500 cycles and 1800
cycles respectively. These starting points coincide with the frequencies at which concentrations of energy occur after (t) in final position.

111 should be noted that the stress patterns referred to here apply
only to utterances consisting of a single word. If the utterance contains more than one word, the stress is reduced slightly on all vowels
except those in the final word. It can be said, therefore, that primary
stress occurs only at the end of an utterance.
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In the word Agit/ tyou are' the concentrations of energy occur at
approximately the same positions for both the initial and the final (ti.
There seems to be greater aspiration after the final (t), however,
and the duration of the lowest concentration of energy is longer in
the initial Ns
The concentrations of energy at 500 cycles and 1825 cycles, if
extended, would be heard as a vowel, possibly (e] or (t]. In final
position the lower formant is of Such short duration that the vocalic
quality is lost. The same is true when [tj occurs before a vowel.
When Etj occurs before kb however, the lower formant is longer than
in the preceding cases, so that a vowel is heard between the two consonants.
An examination of the spectrograms of the utterances Abi/ the cut'

and WO 'he cut it' shows a similar pattern for [b]. The initial [ii
has formants at 300 cycles and 2250 cycles respectively, at.d they
appear as relatively straight lines. The second Di, however, has a
first formant which appears as a slight curve, beginning at approximately 500 cycles and falling to 300 cycles. The second formant
begins at 1600 cycles and rises to 2200 cycles. When [b] occurs
before a consonant the concentrations of energy occur at 500 cycles,
1500 cycles, and 2200 cycles. These concentrations of energy seem
to coincide with the starting points for the curves which indicate the
formants of the vowels in the previous utterances. An example of
this fact is found in the words A-bda*Phe started' and A-bdat*/ 'he
started it'. In each of these words the concentrations of energy for
(b) occur at approximately 500 cycles, 1500 cycles, and 2200 cycles.
In the word /bdig*/ started', the concentrations of energy are found
at the same points, but the lowest is longer in duration than in the
previous words. In this case, therefore, a vowel resembling taj is
heard between [bi and (d].
Although it has not been possible to obtain spectrograms of all
combinations of consonants with vowels and consonants with consonants, enough have been made to support the conclusion that the release
of consonants is characterized by concentrations of energy at definite
frequency levels. nathermore, when the consonants occur before other
consonants with which they cannot combine to form clusters,' the
duration of The lowest concentration of energy is lengthened, so that
the sequence of two consonants is heard as (C/C]. The vocalic sound
varies, depending upon the consonant. After the dental consonants, it
seems to occur as [1.); after labials, it occurs as (a]; and after velars
as [A].2

ISee section 1.72.
2This would account for the special series of short and very short
vowels recognized by some linguists in Shilha. Cf. Stumme, Handbuch
12

With the phoneme* A mn r/ the vocalic components seem to extend
through the entire consonant, so that the consonant may be heard as a
Syllabic sound when it occurs before another consonant or as a sequence
of (VC] or (Gil]. The syllabic nature of these consonants has been
recognized in other languages, When the facts presented above are
considered, however, it is possible to state that in Shilha not only /1 m
n r/ tat all consonants in certain environments have syllabic allophones.
IAA he influence of
By comparing spectrograms of utterances in which /:/ occurred with
those in which it did not occur, it was possible to determine more
exactly the influence of this phoneme.
In the word /ibit/ the cut him', the period between the closure and
release of (t1 was approximately 1/2 inch or 0.1 second. The duration
of the second Li] was approximately the same. In the word /ibit:/ Ihe
cut her' the period between the closure and release of the CO was
approximately 15/16 inch or 0.1875 second, while the span of the preceding [i] was approximately 1/4 inch or 0.05 second. The aspiration
following [t] was greater in the second word than in the first, while
the span of [b], including the release, was slightly longer in the second
utterance,
In the word /i-bdat*/ Ihe started him' the duration of [a] was approximately 9/16 inch or 0.1325 second, and the period between the closure
and release of [t] was 7/16 inch or 0.0875 second. In /i-bdat*:/ 'he
started her', the span of [a] was reduced to 3/8 inch or 0.075 second,
and the period between closure and release of (tj was increased to
13/16 inch or 0.1625 second. The aspiration after [t) was darker and
the concentrations of energy were more clearly defined in the second
word than in the first. The span between [I:] and [d] remained constant,
however.
Similar comparisons were made between the words /ifat/4he gave
him' and /ifat:/ °he gave her'; /bdixt/ started him' and /bdixt:/ 'I
started her'; and /bixti'l cut him* and /bixt:/ °I cut her'. In each case
the results were similar. The consonant occurring before /:/ was
lengthened while the vowel was shortened. Moreover, the concentrations of energy in the consonantal release were more clearly defined.
In addition, the consonant preceding the vowel was lengthened slightly.
In /bixtt/ all three consonants were influenced. In /bdixt:/ only [d x t]
were influenced.
These facts would indicate that the influence of /:/ extends over
/CVC/s 7VC/, /CV/, or /CVCC/ unless there is a syllabic division.
des Shilhischen von Tazerwalt, p. 8, and Destaing, ttude sur la
Tachelhit du Sous, pp. vi et seq.
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CHAPTER II
MORPHOPHONEMICS

2.0
FM=Introduction
*0======
The morphophonemic changes which occur in Shilha may be divided
into five classes: assimilation; dissimilation; epenthesis and reduplication; apocopatton; and substitution, i. e., replacement of one phoneme
by another which may be unrelated to the original. Only those
changes which affect a large number of morphemes will be discussed
in this section. Cases of unique alterations, such as those which occur
in the plural morpheme, will be discussed in the description of these
morphemes in the section on morphology (Chapter III).
2.1 Assimilation
Assimilation is the name given to the change of one consonant to
another so that it becomes more similar to another consonant in the
environment.
2.11 CvdCvi > CvlCvli
This change takes place in a large number of morphemes consisting of a single voiced consonant or a sequence of phonemes ending
with a voiced consonant. When these morphemes occur before a voiceless consonant, the voiced consonant is unvoiced: e.g., /trig / 'I saw' >
/zrixt/ saw him'; /iumz/ 'he took' > /iurnst/ 'he took it'.
2.12 CoCvd > CvdCvd
This change occurs in some morphemes consisting of a single
voiceless consonant or ending in a voiceless consonant when they occur
before a voiced consonant. In this case, the voiceless consonant is
voiced: 6.g., /is-/ (interrogative particle) > /iz-d1; Is-I (causative) >
/z-bid/ 'cause to stand'. It should be noted that this change does not
occur with all morphemes. The subject pronominal affixes, for
example, do not show this alteration.
2,2 Dissimilation
Dissimilation is the name given to the process in which one consonant is changed so that it becomes less similar to another consonant
in the environment. Unlike assimilationtwhich seems to operate chiefly
in the voicing or unvoicing of consonants, dissimilation seems to involve
a change from one phonetic type to another, e.g., stop to spirant or
fricative.
In the discussion of the distribution of consonants it was stated that
'Symbols: > = °becomes"; vd =avoiced"; vl r-uvoiceless*.
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two stops may not occur together.1 When {t} occurs before a stem
beginning with a stop, it is often changed to /11/ or ///1 e.g., /t-da*lb/
'she asked for' > /E-da*lb/. This change is not a regular one; for the
dissimilation may alternate freely with the introduction of (0].
22.3

Epenthesis and Reduplication

Epenthesis and reduplication are similar processes. The first
involves the addition of a phoneme in certain environments, while the
second refers to the repetition o< a phoneme or sequence of phonemes
in a certain environment.
2.31 The morpheme /ra-/ (future) occurring before a verb stem
has the form /rad-/. When it occurs before another verbal affix, how-

ever, it has the form Ira-/: e.g., /rata/ 'he will give', /radafg/ 'I will
give'.
2.32 One class of verb affixes, which may be described syntactically as indirect objects, consist of a consonant preceded by lab
When these affixes occur after a vowel, /i/ is prefixed: e.g., /iufaiak
lktabi 4he gave you the book', /urakifi lktab/ Ihe did not give you the
book'.
2.33 Reduplication occurs most frequently in prepositional affixes.
It should be noted that this change occurs only when the pronominal
affix begins with a vowel or a nasal. When the affix begins with a stop
or spirant, the change does not take place. E.g., /di-/ 'with', /didi/

'with me', /didne 'with us', /dik/ 'with you'.
2.4 Ap_ocopation

Apocopation describes the loss of a phoneme at the beginning or
end of a morpheme. It seems to occur when the same phoneme occurs
in two adjoining morphemes.
2.41 VCIVCI >VC01--VCICIV >VC01

This change is found in the verbal affixes /ar-/ (progressive) and
Ira-/ (future). When these morphemes occur after /ur-/ (negative) the
second consonant is dropped. E.g., /ratfra1,4 4you will enjoy',
/uratfrah.t/ 'you will not enjoy'; /aritfrati/ 'he is enjoying', /uraitfrah/
'he is not enjoying'.
This change also occurs when the morpheme {-t-} occurs with {t-}.
Then one of the consonants is lost, so that /arttdu:/ 'she is going'
occurs as /artdu:/.
2.5 Substitution
In this category are those changes which involve the replacement of
one phoneme by another. Changes which involve the change of a
1Cf. section 1.72.
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sequence of phonemes to another sequence which may have no similarity to the first are discussed in the description of the individual
morphemes.
One change of this type is sufficiently general to be discussed in
this section. It is important because it furnishes additional information about phrase boundaries which will be considered in Chapter IV.
This change involves the change of /a-/ (nominalizer) to /u-I. A large
number of nouns in Shiltia are formed by attaching this morpheme to
verb stems. When these nouns occur after
or /#/, i.e., at the beginning of a sentence or the beginning of a phrase, there is no change in
/a./. In other positions, however, the /a-/ becomes
e.g., /airux
izri# argaz/ 'the boy saw the man'. The order of words in the utterance may be changed so that it appears as /i-zri ufrux# argazt. it can
be seen that there is some connection between /i-zri/ and /afrux/
because the presence of A./ is determined by /afrux/. If /afrux/ were
replaced by /tafruxt/ 'girl', the /i-/ would be replaced by It-I. This
does not happen when /argaz/ is replaced by /tafruxt/, however. The
two words / afrux/ and /i-zri/ may be said to be members of a phrase.
When /afrux/ occurs initially in this phrase, the prefix is unchanged.
When it occurs in non-initial position, however, the /a/ becomes /u-I.
Another example of the effect of phrase boundaries is found in the
utterances: /zrig# agiul/q saw the donkey' and /zrig
ugiul/ II saw
the stable of the donkey'. It should be noted that this change also
occurs after /-/: e.g., /ya-ugittl/ 'one donkey'.

16
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CHAPTER III
MORPHOLOGY

3.0 Introduction
Morphemes in Shi lha may be divided into three major classes:
ttems, affixes and particles, This division is determined by their
distribution. Sterns may occur as free forms or with affixes. In some
cases they may constitute a complete utterance: e.g., as commands,
as answers to questions or as exclamations. Affixes are bound forms
which can never occur independently. In many cases, affixes consist
of a single phoneme, and this is one of the facts that serves to distinguish them from stems and particles. Particles, like stems, are
forms which may occur independently, but they are distinguished from
stems by the fact that they do not occur with the affixes with which
stems occur.
In this section, morphemes will be desaabed, and their distribution
as well as the morphological processes involNd in the formation of
words will be discussed. Words in Shilha may be described in terms
of their structure, A word may consist of a single morpheme: e.g.,
particles. In other cases, a word may consist of a stem with one or
more affixes, A third class of words is formed by the combination of
affixes. Finally, there are compound words which are formed by the
combination of two words.'
3.1 Stems
These morphemes may be divided into two classes, nouns and verbs,
because of the affixes with which they occur. Within each class a
further division is possible, since stems may be described in terms of
structure as basic or derived. A basic stem is one which may occur
independently or with affixes and which has no apparent connection
with other stems in the language. A derived stem may be described
as a stem with a formative affix. It should be noted that formative
affixes may be added to either basic or derived stems, so that several
derived stems may be formed from one basic stem by the addition of
formative affixes one after another.
3.11 Noun stems
Nouns are stems which occur only with the affixes in subclasses
I and 3. There are some which are basic stems, but a large number
are derived forms. Many nouns, however, have been borrowed from
1In this section, isolated morphemes are enclosed in braces { },
and the juncture between prefix and stem or suffix and stem is indicated
by the hyphen -. Word boundaries are indicated by a space. The transcription is phonemic.
17
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other languages, chiefly Arabic, and these should be considered basic
sterns. All stems classified as nouns, whether basic or derived, have
as an implicit characteristic, gender. This is shown by the fact that
every noun may be replaced by one of two words: /nta/ 'he' or /ntat/
'she'.1
The largest group of derived nouns are those beginning with {se).
It can be shown that these are forms derived from verb stems. Almost
all of these nouns are masculine, and they refer to the performer of an

action: e.g., /a-mksa:/ 'shepherd°</mksal/ 'graze'; /adal/ 'mantle' <
`cover'i /a-bnai/ 'builder, mason' < /bnu/ build' ; /a-nda*lab/ 'beggar'< /daslb/ 'ask for'.
A second group of derived nouns includes those formed from verb
sterns by the addition of the morpheme (1-). It should be noted that
not all nouns beginning with A/ are members of this class; for many
nouns borrowed from Arabic retain the Arabic article although it
loses its syntactic function in Shilha and appears merely as an inseparable part of the noun. It is possible that this fact has influenced
the formation of nouns with the morpheme cited above. Nouns beginning with {1-} are usually masculine and refer to a state; e.g., /1-farh/
'pleasure' < /farh"- frah/ enjoy' ; A-Orria/ 'heat' < /hrna/ 'be hot'; /l -hna : /
'peaces </hnu:/ 'rest'.
A third group of nouns is formed by the addition of {bu-} to noun
stems, either basic or derived. These nouns are usually masculine
and refer to the owner of an object or the possessor of a characteristic: e.g., ibu-lu*tal/ 'owner of a hotel'; /bu-l-hnal/ 'one who is at

rest'.

A fourth group of nouns has been formed by the addition of the

morpheme (t...t) to noun sterns, either basic or derived. Many of the
nouns formed in this way are feminine counterparts of nouns beginning
with {a-}: e.g., /t- a- mgar -t /'woman' < /a -mgar /'sheik'; /t-a-xdarn-t/
'cleaning woman' < /a-xdam/ 'worker'. In some cases the nouns formed
with the affix (t...t) may be diminutives: e.g., /t-ig/di-t/ 'small log' <
/ig/cli"-ag/di/ 'tree trunk'.
Another group of derived nouns has been formed by the combination
of {bats} 'owner, master' with basic or derived noun sterns. These
nouns occur as alternants of those formed with {bu-} in many cases:
e.g., /bab-l-farh/ 'one who enjoys'; /bab-l-hna:/ 'one who is resting';
/bab-luiktal/ 'owner of a hotel', They must be considered compound
words, however, for they are formed by the combination of two words
rather than a stem and an affix.
The nouns described above may be considered members of one
class, for it is possible to substitute inta/ or /ntat/ for any of them
occurring in the sequences /...i-Nr/ or /...t-V/ respectively, Another
IA more complete discussion of gender will be found in section 4.2.
18
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fact which supports this classification is found in the syntactic analysis,
namely that they occur with verbs to which the third person pronominal
affixes have been added, In the following portions of the description the
symbol Na will be used for this class of nouns.
A second class of nouns includes words which may be described
syntactically as pronouns. They are considered members of a sub
class of name because they occur with the same affixes with which
nOun stems occur although there are certain syntactic differences
which serve to distinguish them from members of the subclass Na.
The symbol Nb is used in referring to the members of this particular
Subclass.
The first group of nouns in this subclass includes the personal
pronouns. The members of this group are: /n1c1/ 'I', AciiPyou', /me/
'he'. When the plural morpheme (i.,,n) is adcled,'the following changes
occur' /nIti/>/nukni/, /Xii/>/kuni/, inta/>/titni/. All of the forms except
Mad/ may occur with the ferninine mOrPheme (t...q. When the latter
morpheme is added, the following changes occur: /kii/>/Xitrsih /nta />
/Math inukei/>/nuicntih Actmi/>/kuninti/a /ntni/ >/ntnti/.-, These words
may occur as independent lorrris in the Slime environments in which

the now stems of Na occur. The feature that ,distinguishes them from
Members of the previous subclass is the change that occur;, when any
inflectional affix is added. Then the forms occur as suffixes rather
than independent words. After the possessive morpheme, (n-) the
folloWing changes occur: /raci/>/-0,-/Xiil>/-kh
/Ma-rstat/>/-s/, /nukni
/kuni/>/-tuth /kunintiP/..unt/, /ntni/>
/-sn/, /ntnti/>/-Snt/. With the exceptiOn of the first; /nici/>/-u/, these
are the forms that occur with the, Other infleCtional'affikee as well as

with (n.), After other inflectional affixes, kkil>/4/. After {n-}, the
forms function as possessive prOnottns:.e.g., /tigmi-nul 'ray house',
After other affixes, the entire sequence may function as a verb or, in
some cases, a noun:, e.g., /dar-i littab/ have a book' (literally, 'to
Met a book')t /i-da: a-dar-eni"he went to their house'.
The second group of nouns in the subclass Nb includes the demon-

strative and relative pronouns. The demonstrative is (sus). When
the feminine morpheme ie added, it becomes (xta). With the addition
of the plural morpheme, /sua/>/sui/ and /xta/>/xti/. These forms
occur with the locative affixes to form words that may be substituted
for members of the subclass Na: e.g., /gua-d/ 'this one'; /xta-n/ 'that
one', The relative pronoun {10 'who' is included in this subclass,
and it is important to note that it may occur with the demonstrative
to form a word that functions as an absolute relative: e.g., /tus-li:/
'the one who';
this one who'.
The members of the third subclass of nouns, Nc, are numerals and
quantifiers. They may be considered nouns because they occur with
the same inflectional affixes with which other noun stems occur, The
19
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reason for assigning them to a special subclass is the fact that they
may occur as prefixes. This is especially true of (ian) 'one's (sin)
'two's {Mau) 'each, every'. When {Jan) occurs as a prefix, it has the
form /ia-/, and it may function as an article wh ,h is similar to the
English article 'the': e.g., /i-zra* agiul/ 'he saw a donkey' or 'he saw
the donkey); /i-zra*ia-utiul/ 'he saw one donkey' or 'he saw one
(definite) donkey', When (kulu) occurs as a prefix, the final vowel is
lost,
The Shi lha numerals from 1 to 29 are used in rural areas for counting, especially by women. In cities and towns, the Arabic numerals
from 3 to 29 are used by men in business transactions. The numerals
from 1 to 10 are basic stems; those from 11 to 29 are compound words
formed by adding the numerals from 1 to 9 to {rnrau) 'ten' to which
the prefix {d-} 'with' has been added: e.g., ban-d-rnrau/ 'eleven'.
(mrau) with the plural morpheme means 'twenty', so that the numbers
from 21 to 29 are formed by adding the numerals from 1 to 9 to the
form /mrau-in/ with the prefix (d-); e.g., /sin-d-mrau-in/ 'twentytwo'. After twenty-nine, Arabic numerals are used exclusively.
The ordinal numbers are formed from the cardinal numbers, with
the exception of /ian /, by adding the prefix Nis). With the feminine
morpheme, /uis-/>/tis-/.
3.12 Verb stems
Verb stems are those which occur with the affixes in subclasses
2 and 3. Like nouns, they may be divided structurally into two classes:
basic stems and derived stems. Although many basic stems have been
borrowed from Arabic, they usually conform to the inflectional patterns
of native stems. It is important to note that derived verb stems are
formed from basic verb stems. There seem to be no verb stem that
have been derived from noun sterns.1
There are three categories of derived verb sterns. The most frequent in occurrence are those formed by the addition of {s-); e.g.,

/s-fsi/ 'still, silence'< /fail 'be quiet'. These stems are usually causative in meaning. Another class of derived stems consists of those

formed by the addition of {rri-): e.g., /ma-kl*/ dmeet*< /Id*/ 'wait for,
see'. In miny cases, these stems have a reciprocal or reflexive meaning. The third type of derived stems consists of those verbs formed

by the addition of (t-); e.g., /t-fsr/ 'be spread out'< /far/ 'spread'.
These verbs are usually passive.
Just as gender is an inherent characteristic of nouns, so tense is
an inherent characteristic of verbs. A verb stem occurring without
1A possible exception to this is the verb /saual/ 'speak' which may
have been derived from the noun /aual/ 'speech, talk, conversation'.
No other cases could be found, however. It is highly probable that the
noun itself is a derived stern formed by adding {a-) to a basic stem
/ul/ 'noise, sound'.
20
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affixes, or with the affix {0...0 ), must be considered a command rather
than an infinitive.
3.2 Affixes
1=====
Affixes have been defined as morphemes which may not occur
independently. They may be classified by the type of sterns with which
they occur: one class occurs only with nouns, a second class occurs
only with verbs, and a third class occurs with both nouns and verbs.
Structurally, they are of three types: prefixes, suffixes, and broken
morphemes, i.e., prefix and suffix attached to the same stem. Phonologically, they may be distinguished from sterns by the fact that many
of them consist of a single phoneme. It has been stated above that this
is not the case with stems or particles; for a single phoneme may not
occur in the environment /+...+/. In terms of function they may be
classified as formative or inflectional. The formative affixes are
those which may be added to stems to form new stems to which the
same inflectional affixes are added that are added to basic, stems.
Inflectional affixes are those which when added to a stern form a word
that cannot be substituted for a basic stern; i.e., an inflectional affix
determines the subclass of affixes from which subsequent affixes for
the word are chosen. It is necessary, therefore, to consider not only
which affixes occur with which sterns, but also which affbces occur
with each other.
3.21 Noun affixest
{t...t} is a formative affix which may be added to noun sterns
classified as masculine. It occurs most frequently with sterns beginning with /a/ to form a derived stem which is the feminine counterpart of the first: e.g., /a-11far/ 'thief' (m.), /t-a-Iffar-t/ 'thief' (f.);
/agiuli 'donkey' (m.), /t-atiul-t/ 'donkey' (f.).2 In some cases the
derived stern is a diminutive: e.g., /aglif/ 'palm tree', /t-agZif-t/
'small palm tree'. With certain nouns which may be described as
collective, this morpheme may be used to form a singular: e.g.,
Abanan/ 'banana' (as a type of fruit), A-lbanan-t/ 'one banana'; /rial/
'dollars, currency', /ta-rial-t/ 'one dollar'. It may be used also to
form nouns designating a type of work: e.g., /anZar/ 'carpenter',
ft -anZar -t/ 'carpentry'.
When this morpheme is added to a stern beginning with a nonsyllabic consonant, it usually has the form (ta...t). When the stern
to which it is added ends
/d*/, there is usually assimilation so
'The symbol A is used for the morphemes in this subclass.
2This does not mean that the morpheme occurs only with derived
stems formed from verbs by the addition of {a-). There are basic
stems beginning with /a/, and {t...t) also occurs in this form with
those stems.
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that the derived stem ends with /t*/ or /t:/: e.g., /atad/ 'goat' (m.),

/t-ata-t*/ 'goat' (f.); /a-glid*/ 'king', /t-a-gli-t1/ 'queen'. With {i...n}
(plural) this, morpheme is usually apocopated so that it has the form
/t...0/. This does not always happen, and the change usually fails to
occur when the derived stem ends with /t*/ or Ad.
This morpheme also occurs with stems classified as personal pronouns, and the changes occurring have been described above.' With
other noun stems, it usually has the form /0...t/. This is always the
case whet. it occurs with numerals; e.g., /ian/, /ia-t/ 'one; /sdis /,

/sdis-t/

{bu-} is another formative prefix occurring with noun stems,
either basic or derived. It is used in forming nouns referring to the
owner of an object or the possessor of a quality: e.g., /bu-mhand/
'owner of stickers, porcupine'. These derived stems are usually
masculine. It should be noted that these derived stems alternate
freely with the compound words formed by the addition of {bab} to
noun stems.Z

(i...n) occurs with noun stems and is used to form the plural. With
nouns beginning with /a/, it usually has the form /Lai/ while /a/> 0:

e.g., /argaz/ 'man', /i-rgaz-n/'men'; /agad/ 'goat', /i-tad-n/ 'goats'.
In some cases, however, the morpheme has the form /1-...(V>a) C/:

e.g., /agru/ 'frog', /i-gra/ 'frogs'; /atiul/ 'donkey', /i-gial/ 'donkeys'.
In these cases, the initial /a/ is also lost. In a few cam, the form
becomes /i-...an/, but this is found only with stems ending with a
consonant. There are also cases in which /i.n/>/0...n/: e.g., /a-dag/
'bush', /a-dag-n/ ibushes1; /adlar/ 'neighbor', /adiar-n/ 'neighbors'.
When {i...n) occurs with noun stems containing the morpheme

(t...t) (feminine), it usually has the form /i...in/. The initial vowel
of the stem becomes 0 while /t...t/ becomes /t...0/: e.g., /t-afulus-t/
'hen', /t-i-fulus-in/ 'hens'; /t-amdakul-t/ 'friend', /t-i-mdakul-in/
'friends'; /t-a-mgar-t/4woman', /t-i-mgar-in/4women'. Just as in
some cases described in the preceding section, the change of the last
vowel of the stem to /a/ occurs in nouns formed with {t...t) when

{i...n} is added: e.g., /t-a-srgul-ti

/t-i-srgal/ 'lids'. In some

cases the form is /0...in/, and the initial vowel of the stem remains

unchanged; e.g., /t-azan-t/ 'little girl', /t-azan-in/ 'little girls'.
Another alternant of this morpheme occurs with certain basic
stems of native origin. This alternant is /id/. It is this alternant
which occurs with nouna-formed by the addition of {bu-} or {bab} to
a stem: e.g., /bu-mhand/4porcupine, /id-bu-mhand/ 'porcupines';
/bab-l-farig 'he who enjoys', /id-bab-l-farh/ 'those who enjoy'; /xali/
'uncle', /id-xali/ 'uncles'.
'See section 3.11.
2See section 3.11.
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With nouns borrOWed from languages other than Arabic, the plural
morpheme usually has the form /11,.,ath e.g., /litru/ (4.1,Ltro) °liter',
/litru-at/ 0liters'; /sirnana/ (Sp. 142Lnsa)
/siman-at/ 'weeks'i
/'agar/ (Est. gore) 'railroad station', /lagar-at/ 'stations'. Such nouns
are usually of Romance origin. Nouns borrowed from Arabic usually
retain the Arable plural, often an internal phonemic change rather
than the addition of a prefix or suffix: e.g., Aktab/ 'book', /lktub/
'boOke'; /lbab/ °door°, /lbiban/ °doors'.
This morpheme also occurs with pronouns, and the resulting forms
have been described above.' The symbol A2 is, used for the plural
morpheme.
(n.), the possessive morpheme, occurs with all stems classified as
nouns. It must be considered an inflectional morpheme; for it limits
the syntactic function of the stem with which it occurs. Before sterns
beginning with /a/ it usually has the form /u/. If the initial /a/is the
morpheme (a.) which becomes /u/ after /-/, there is aseimilation so
that only one [u) is heard in rapid speech: e.g., /agiul u-urgaz/>/atiul
u-rgas/ 'the man's donkey'. Before nouns containing the plural morpheme when the initial phoneme is /i/, the possessive morpheme has
the form /1-1 as an alternant. In rapid speech the two vowels are
assimilated so that only one is heard. Before stems beginning with
/1/ this morpheme alternates with 0. Both /a-fus n-lbab/ and /a-fus
lbab/ 'the handle of the door' occur. After the verb /8a/ 'be', the
morpheme has the form lui-/: e.g., /atitil i.ga ui-urgaz-an/ °the donkey belongs to that man'. When the first noun is feminine, the form

Ai./ is used e.g., /t-atiul-t t-ga ti.t.a.mga.r.t.an/ 'the donkey belongs
to that %.vonnan'. The symbol A3 is used for this morpheme.

The affixes (d-) 'with', (dar.) 'to', {f-} 'for', {g. } 'in', {i-} 'for',

{0-} 'to', and {si-} 'with, by means of' may be described as propos'.
tional affixes. They occur with noun stems either, basic or derived.
The forms given above are those that occur, with all except the personal pronouns. 'With the personal pronouns, /f -/> /tit -/, /g/>/gi /, and
/i-/>/a./. ntrthermore, when Iti-/ or 4-1 occurs with /nki/ '1', /nultni/
'we', ikuni/ 'you' (m. pl.) or /kuninti/ 'you' (f. pl.), there is reduplica.
tion: e.g., /gigs / 'in me', /cIldng/ 'with us', /didunt/ 'with you'. The
symbol A4 is used for these affizeS.
The remaining prepositional affixes {du-} 'under', (igi.) 'on',

(nta) °between', (tart.) 'near', and (teama) 'beside' must be

described as members of a special subclass; for they occur only with
stems to which {n -} has been added. The symbol used for these prefixes is A5.
An additional affix {ua -} is included in the group of noun affixes.
This prefix serves to indicate the vocative forms and the noun to which
it is added may function syntactically as a particle. The alternant /a-/
usually occurs with titles and proper names.
iSee section 3.11.
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3.22 Verb affixes
The formative affixes for verbs may occur either with basic
stems or with derived stems, i.e., they may occur with each other.
A given affix does not occur more than once with the same stem, however.
(s-) is added to verb stems to produce a new stern usually causa-

tive in meaning: e.g., /ird/ 'be clean', /s-ird/ 'wash'; Alan/ 'reach,
arrive', /s-litm/ °take to a destination'; /fsi/ 'melt' (intransitive),
/84sil 'melt' (transitive). When the morpheme is added to a stem in
which /1/, /z/, or /1/ occurs, there is a morphophonemic change which
may be described as reduplication: e.g., /s-kVirn/>/li-klim/ 'take in';
/s-nz/>/z-nz/ Isell'; /s-Xi/>/n-Ii/ 'cure'. When (s) occurs before
voiced stops, there is usually assimilation: e.g., /s-bid/>/z-bid/
°stand': /s-drus/>/z-drus/ 'reduce'. This change is not a regular one,
and the forms /s-/ and /z-/ may alternate with each other.
(m-) is also a formative affix, but it occurs Less frequently than
the preceding one. Usually the derived stems formed with this affix
have a reciprocal or reflexive meaning: e.g., tiU41 I 'see, wait for';

/ma-kl*/ 'see each other, meet'. When (m-) occurs before /n/, there
is usually assimilation: e.g., /m-nag/>/m-as/ 'fight with each other'.
When (m-) occurs before /C...*/, it becomes /ma. /.
(t-) is also a formative prefix used in producing derived sterna.
It occurs less frequently than either of the previous affixes. The
derived stem formed with this affix is usually passive in meaning:
e.g., /far / 'spread out', /t-fer/ 'be spread out'. The fact that many
verbs are both active and passive in meaning accounts for the low
frequency of occurrence of this morpheme.
{t-} used in forming habitual stems differs from the preceding
morpheme in distribution and also in its alternants. The most frequent form is the prefix /t-/ added to the stem: e.g., /bnu/ 'build',
/t-bnu/ 'keep building'. In stems containing two consonants /a/ is
usually inserted between the consonants: e.g., /sn/ 'know', hen/ °always
know'. In other cases, when the stem consists of /CVC/, /a/ may be
added after the last consonant: /mun/ 'accompany', /muna/ 'always
accompany'. In other cases, especially when the stem contains /i/
and more than two consonants, A/ is added: e.g., /s-ird/ 'wash',
/s-irid/ 'always wash'. Finally, there are a few verbs in which the
morpheme occurs as reduplication, i.e., /CO/Ct./ or /VC/>/CiVCIVCl/:
e.g., /sum / 'sweeten', /surnurn/ 'keep sweetening'.
These four morphemes described above are considered members
on one subclass, and in the summary of morphological structure the
symbol B1 will be used for this subclass.

(a-) is another formative prefix which occurs with verb stems,
either basic or derived. Derived stems formed with this affix function
as nouns syntactically, and, therefore, this affix must be considered a
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member of a different subclass. As indicated above, many nouns in
Shiltia have been formed from verb stems by the addition of this prefix After /+/ or /0/ the affix has the form la-I. After /-/, or when it
occurs in non-initial position in a phrase, it becomes /u-I. This change
has influenced other nouns beginning with /a/ so that even borrowed
nouns, which should be considered basic stems since they have not
been formed from other stems in the language, may show this change
from /a/ to M/: e.g., /asnus/ 'donkey', /ia-usnus/ lone donkey' (Lat.
&sinus).

{1.-} is a member of the same subclass to which (a-) belongs, for
it is a formative prefix added to verb stems, either basic or derived,
to form a stem which functions syntactically as a noun. The use of
this affix may be due to Arabic influence. Usually nouns formed with
this affix refer to an action, a state, or a condition: e.g., /1-farld
'pleasures Warta "enjoys); A-hrnal 'heat' (/huria/ 'be hots).
Because these two morphemes are similar in distribution, they
may be considered members of the same subclass. The abbreviation
B2 will be used for this subclass. The fact that these prefixes when
added to a stem form sequences that occur wIal a subclass of affixes
different from that with which the stems occur shows the importance
of considering not only the stems to which affixes ars, attached but also
the affixes that may subsequently be attached to the sequence.
The inflectional affixes for verbs may be divided into four subclasses. The first three are temporal, modal, and pronominal. In
addition, there is an imperative morpheme which is equivalent in
distribution to the sum of the first two of these classes. The symbol
B3 is used for temporal affixes; 134 for modal affixes; and B5 for
pronominal affixes. The symbol B6 refers to the imperative morpheme.
The temporal affixes may be divided into two subclasses on the
basis of structure. The first class consists of those affixes which
occur as prefixes. In the second class are the morphemes which
involve an internal phonemic change.

(ar-) is attached to verb stems to form a progressive tense: e.g.,
am leaving'; /ar-i-t-fralg 'he is enjoying'. It is important to note that this affix occurs only with derived stems formed with
the morpheme (t)
The exact tense of the form is deter
mined by the context: e.g., /argaz i-bda* ar-i-t-ni/ 'the man started to
talk', /argaz ar-i-t-ni/ 'the man is saying, usually says'. When this
morpheme occurs after another affix, there is a morphophonemic
change so that /ar/>/a/: e.g., /ur -ar -fal-e>/ur -a-fal-g/ am not
leaving'; /is-ar-i-t-fral?/>/is-a-i-t-fral1/ 'is he enjoying'.
(ra-) occurs with verb Sten18 to form the future tense. It differs
from the preceding affix because it may occur either with basic stems
or with derived stems: /ra-i-du:/ 'he will go', /ra-i-t-dul/ 'he will be
going'. When this morpheme occurs immediately before the stem, it

/ar-fal-t/
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has the form /rad-/: e.g., /rad-aui-g/'1 Will take'. If another affix
occurs between {ra) and the stem, the form Ira./ is used: e.g.,
/ra-k-aui-g s-lu*tal/ will take you to the hotel'. When it occurs
after {ur-} 'not', there is assimilation so that /ra-/>/a-/: e.g.,
/urara.i-dus/>/ur.a-i-du:/ 'he will not go',
(P) is the symbol used for a third temporal affix which differs
structurally from the preceding affixes because it involves internal
phonemic changes rather than the additon of a prefix. It is used to
indicate a completed action. There are several alternants of this
morpheme which will be described below.

With the first class of stems, (P) has the form /0.4/, i.e., the
stem remains unchanged and the pronominal affixes are added: e.g.,
/bi/ 'cut, cross', thi-g a-taras s-udar/ crossed the street on foot';

/ague 'be far away', /i-agug/ 'he is far away'.
With a second class of stems, this morpheme appears as /a/>/u/.
The stems in this class are usually monosyllabic, consisting of la.C/,
/aCC/, or /CaCh e.g., /amz/ 'take', /i-umz/ 'he took'.
With a third class of stems, {P} occurs as /u /> /i / '- /a/ The change

/u/>/i/ occurs with the morphemes (g) 'I' and ft...t) 'you', while the
change /u/>/a/ occurs with the other subjective pronominal affixes:
e.g., /du:/ 'go'; /di-ta 'I went'; /i-dal/ 'he went'.
With a fourth class of stems, {P} occurs as /1/>/a/. This is similar
to the alternant described above, for the change does not occur with
the morphemes (#) or {C..0: e.g., /ri/ 'want'; /t-ri-t/ 'you wanted';
/ra-n/ 'they wanted'.
The modal affixes include the negative, interrogative, subjunctive,
and conditional affixes.
fur-) 'not' is a negative prefix. It occurs with verb stems and the
affixes described above. When it occurs with stem to which (P) has
been added, certain changes occur in the stem. In those cases in
which {P} * /a/ >0, the same change is found when fur-) is added.
When {P} 0, there is no change in the stem after the addition of fur-).
In other cases, however, fur-) is followed by the change /V>i/: e.g.,.
/du:/ 'go'; /i-da/ 'he went'; /ur-i-di:/ 'he didn't go'.
s-} is an interrogative prefix which occurs before verbs and any
of tho affixes described above. It does not occur with any other interrogative affix, however. In addition to being used to form questions,
it may also be used to express doubt or astonishment: e.g., /is-t-gi-t
a-berani/ 'are you a stranger'; /ur-t-sin-t is-i-ga *Asa: laid / 'you
don't know (that) today is a holiday'.
Both morphemes {is-} and fur-) may occur independently. In this
way they are different from the other verbal affixes. The independent
forms in both cases are formed by the addition of /d/. These forms
may be classified as particles: e.g., /urd lktab a-i-gal 'it is not a
book'; had kii a-i-ga-n a-barani/ 'are you a stranger'.
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{ad-} occurs with verbs and the other inflectional affixes to form
a subjunctive or infinitive. When it occurs immediately before any of
the pronominal affixes, it has the form /a.-/: e.g., /ri-g ad-kru-g
fat-lbit/ want to rent a room'; /i -ra a-i-kra iat-lbit/ 'he wants to
rent a room'. When it occurs before the morpheme {ur}, it serves to
form a negative command: e.g., /ad-ur-t-du-t:/ 'don't go'.
{kudna} 'as
The morphemes {1g} 'if', {li} 'when', {magala}
soon as', {/u} 'ever', and {sul) -rilver again' may be considered members of this same subclass, for they occur in the same environments.
The last of the affixes (sul) occurs only with forms containing {ra}
'future'. All of these affixes occur as prefixes, and although there
is a slight pause after them so that in some utterances they seem to
be words rather than prefixes, it is clear that they must be classified
as prefixes because the objective pronominal affixes precede the stem
when these forms occur just as they do when other prefixes such as
{re-} and {ur-} occur; e.g., /1-zra*/ 'he saw', /1-zra-k*/ ihe saw you',
/11g-k-i-zra*/ 'when he saw you'.
The pronominal affixes may be divided into three groups on the
basis of distribution as well as syntactic function. In the first group,
B5a, are the subjective affixes. T',e second group, B5b, consists of
direct object affixes. The third group, B5c, includes the indirect
object affixes. The morphemes included in each of the three groups
are complementary in distribution to the other members of that group,
but they may occur with members of either or both of the other two
groups.

{t...t} 'you', {i-} 'he',
(t...m) 'you' (m. pl.), {t...mt} 'you' (f. pl.), {-n} 'they' (m.),

The members of the first group are: {-g}

(n-)

{-nt} 'they' (f.). These morphemes are attached to verb stems, either
basic or derived, with any of the affixes described above, The position
of the affixes is fixed, but the selection of the affix depends upon the
other words in the environment (see Syntax), Before voiceless consonants, (g) >bcI.
The affix {i...n} 'the one who' may be considered a special member
of this class. It occurs, like the others, with verb stems and its position is fixed so that it always occurs next to the stem. Its distribution
is complementary to the other members of the group, for it does not
occur with any other member of the subclass. It differs because its
selection does not depend on the other members of the phrase. Moreover, its syntactic function is different, for the form produced by the
addition of this morpheme seems to be adjectival rather than verbal.
It should be noted that {i...n} may occur as /0...n/. The symbol BSax
is used for this morpheme.
'1 he members of the second group, the direct object affixes, are;

{i} 'me', {k} 'you' (m. sg.), {km} 'you' (f. sg.), (t) 'him', (0 'her',
{ag} 'us', Ikun) 'you' (m, pl.), {tunt} 'you' (f, pl.), {tn} 'them' (m.),
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(tnt) 'them' (1.). They are complementary in distribution, but their
position is not fixed. When they occur with a modal affix or any temporal affix except (P), they are prefixes. In other cases, they are
suffixes.
The members of the third group, the indirect object affixes, are:
(ii) 'to me', {ak} 'to you' (m. eg.), (am) 'to you' (f. sg.), {as} to
him",her', (at) 'to us', {aun} 'to you' (m. pl.), (aunt) 'to you' (I, pl.),
{asn} 'to them' (m.), and {asnt} 'to them' (1.). After a vowel, all of
these forms have /i/ prefixed. After consonants, they occur as listed
above. The position of these affixes is determined by the other morphemes in the word, and in this way they resemble the morphemes of
the second group. When they occur with a modal affix or any temporal
affix except (P), they are prefixes. In other cases, they are suffixes.
(C) Is the symbol used for the imperative morpheme. There are
three alternants of this morpheme: /0...0/, /0...-at/, and /0...-amt/.
The first is a singular form, the second is masculine plural, and the
third is feminine plural. Each of the plural forms has an alternant,
40...iat/ and /0...iamt/, which occurs after vowels: e.g., /du : /'go',
(m. pl.), /du:-iarnt/ 'go' (f. p1.).
/du:-lat/
In distribution, this morpheme is equivalent to the sum of B3, B4,
and BSa, for it does not occur with any of the members of these subclasses. It may occur with the members of B5b and B5c, however.
3.23 Noun or verb affixes
The third class of affixes includes those morphemes that occur
as prefixes or suffixes with either noun stems or verb stems. It is
this fact which distinguishes them from other affixes whose occurrence
is limited to stems of one class or another.
(d) 'here, this, now' and (n) 'there, that, then' may be considered
locatives. They occur as suffixes with nouns and noun substitutes,
and in this position they have the forms /-ad/ and /-an/ respectively:
e.g., /tigmi-ad/ 'this house's /i-rgaz-n-an/ 'those men'. When they
occur with verbs, they appear as prefixes or suffixes depending upon
the ether morphemes in the word. With (ra), (an), (ad), and NO
they occur as prefixes. In other words which do not contain these
morphemes, they occur as suffixes: e.g., /aui-d/ 'bring', /ad-ur-d-aui/
'don't bring'.
(ma-) 'who, what, anything' is also a.member of this class, When
it occurs before nouns, it has the form /man/. Before verbs, the form
/ma/ is used: e.g., /man-tifii t-ri-t/ 'what (kind of) meat do you want';
/ma-t-ri-t/ 'what do you want'.
The affixes in this class may be found in those words classified as
particles. Almost all of the interrogative words contain /ma/ although
a more detailed analysis of these words would be necessary to determine the other constituents: e.g., /mani/ 'where'. The same is true
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with many adverbs. These may contain the morpheme (d) or {Os
htilan/ 'then', /gid/ 'here, /Irina/ 'there'.
e.g., hilad/

3.3 Particles
The morphemes classified as particles occur independently without
affixes. It is this fact which serves to distinguish them from stems.
Interjections, conjunctions, and certain interrogative words are ineluded in this class. It is possible that some of the adverbs have been
formed by the combination of two affixes: e.g., /ftid/ 'here' and htina/

'there' seem to be the results of adding {g-) 'in' to the morphemes
{d) and {n). The word *sad 'today° may have been formed from
{g) 'ins, /as:/ 'day' and {d) 'this', for an older form, itasad:/ literally
'in this day', is sometimes substituted for Igasa:t.
The description of particles depends on their distribution relative
to other words; it will therefore be discussed in the section on syntax
(Chapter IV).
3.4 Equations for the Formation of Words

The distribution of morphemes has been included in the description
of the individual morphemes. For purposes of simplification, however,
a summary is given below. The equations are not intended to indicate
the syntactic function of the words, but merely to indicate the morphemic constituents of the words. The letters indicate the classes of
morphemes; N =noun stem, V= verb stem, A= noun affix, B = verb affix,
C = noun and verb affix. The numerals indicate the subclasses of morphemes, and the subscript indicates the class of word in terms of morphemic components.

Na+A1=NI

V+BI=V1

Na"-NI +At =N2

V+132=N

Na-N1 "-N2 + A3 =N

Nr,Ir 1 + B3 =V2

Na^-N1 "-N2 +A4 :: N 4

V2 + B4 =V3

N3 +A5=N4
Na +A6= Particle

V --V3 +I35a= V4a
V2P-V3 + B5ax V4b

+B60/4c

Na +C=Na
Nb +At=N2

V4 + B5b =V5a

Nb +A3 >A=113

V4 +B5c =V5b

;See H. Stumme, Handbuch des Schilhischen von Tazerwalt, p. 121.
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Nb + A4 aVeN4

V5a +

Nc +Na N17,112

V5t, + )35b *IA

No +Nc4 =Nc1

V+C=V
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CHAPTER IV
SYNTAX

4.0 Introduction
In considering the syntax of Shilha it is necessary to examine the
words described in the previous section, not as isolated units but in
terms of their distribution relative to other words in the language.
The basic unit for syntactic analysis, there ore, is the phrase. A
phrase may be defined as a sequence of morphemes forming one or
more words which have a certain interdependence.
4.1 NOUn Phrases

The basic noun phrase consists of a single noun stem. This stem
may be a member of any of the three subclasses of nouns. When one
of the formative affixes is added a stem that is a member of the
first subclass, the word formed may be considered a derived noun
stem, for it may be substituted for a basic stem: e.g.,
afrux/
'he saw the boy's /1-zras t.afrux-t/ 'he saw the girl'. The syntactic
symbol 2411 is, used for both basic and derived noun sterna.

When a noun stem of the first subclass occurs with the possessive
morpheme In-), a word is formed which may be placed after another
noun to construct a sequence which can be substituted for a basic or
derived stem: e.g., /agiul i-da: s-suk*/ 'the donkey went to the markeel /agiul u-urgaz i-da: s-suk*/ 'the man's donkey went to the market'. The symbol N2 is used for this sequence of Na(n-)Na. When the
possessive morpheme occurs with a personal pronoun, Nb, the se
quence formed occurs as an affix 'rather than as a separate word.
This affix can be substituted for the sequence {n - ?Na : e.g., /agiul.n-s
i-da: s-suk*/ 'his donkey went to the market'. Because the sequences
Na(n)Na and Na(n)Nb are syntactically equivalent, the same symbol
N2 is used for sequences in which either occurn.
When a noun stern of the first subclass occurs with one of the third
subclass of noun affixes, a preposition, the resulting 4equence may be
considered a phrase which may be substituted for a particle but not
for a noun stem. This sequence is represented by the symbol N3. The
sequences NI and i4 may be substituted for the noun stem in these
utterances: e.g., /i-aui-d rbi'a i-ugiul/ 'he brought grass for the donkey': Ii-aui-d rbi'a i-ugful-n-s/ 'he brought grass for his donkey'.
The sequence N3 may also be formed by combining an affix of tho
fourth subclass with a noun to which the morpheme (n-) has been
added: e.g., /lktab i-la igi-n-tbla/ 'the book is on the table' is syntac'the book is in the house'.
tically equivalent to /lktab i-la
The personal pronouns may also occur with members of the fourth
subclass of noun affixes. The resulting sequence, however, differs
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syntactically from the sequence N3. This fact can be seen immediately
in the utterances /is -t-ri- a-di-sn/ 'do you want to Igo) with them' and
/is-t-ri4 a-t-Na-t/ 'do you want to eat'. The sequence /di-sn/ in the
first utterance is replaced by a sequence described structurally as V4.
Therefore, the two sequences although structurally different must be
syntactically equivalent.
Ve- rb Phrase s
el= m
The minimal verb sequence occurring in utterances is V4, i.e., a
basic or derived stem with a temporal affix and a subjective pronominal affix, or a basic or derived stem with the imperative morpheme.
These forms serve as the nuclei of phrases for which the symbol VI
will be used. The presence of the imperative morpheme influences
the distribution of other words in the phrase, however, therefore the
symbol Via will be used for those phrases not containing the imperative, and VII) will be used for those in which the imperative morpheme
occurs. Utterances such as /i-zra*/ 'he saw'; /ra-t-du 41/, /ur-i-gi/
'he is not' may be considered examples of the first type of phrase
(V1a). Phrases such as /bi/ 'cut' and /dus-iat/ °go' are examples of
the type VII'. By adding a member of B5b to the sequence VI, a new,
word is formed which contains a direct object; e.g., /i-zra-k*/ 'he saw
you'; /bi -t /'cut it'. The symbol VZ is used for phrases of this type.
If a member of the subclass B5c is added to VI, however, the sequence
contains an indirect instead of a direct object. The symbol V3 is used
for these phrases. When morphemes from B5b and B5c are added to
VI, the sequence formed contains both the direct and indirect object.
This type of phrase is represented by the symbol V4. It is possible
to describe the syntactic relationships between nouns and verbs in
terms of these four types of verb phrases.
The sequence Via in addition to the morphemic components of the
word itself may also contain a noun or noun phrase (NI's-N2): e.g.,
/i-zra*/ 'he saw'; /argaz i-zra*/ 'the man saw'; /agiul u-urgaz i-zra*/
'the man's donkey saw'. Such sequences are syntactically equivalent
to VI. The order of the words may be changed so that the noun phrase
may occur after the verb: e.g., /i -zra* urgaz /. If the noun which
serves as the nucleus of the noun phrase contains the feminine morpheme {t..,t }, there is a subsequent change in the morpheme chosen
from B5a: e.g., /t-agiul-t t-zra*/ 'the donkey (f.) saw'. It is this fact
which makes it possible to divide stems classified as nouns into two
classes which are complementary in distribution, one of which occurs
only with the morpheme (1-) 'he'. The other occurs only with the morpheme {t-} 'she'. If the noun serving as the nucleus of the noun phrase
contains the plural morpheme (1...n), there is also a change in the
pronominal affix chosen for the verb: e.g., /i-rgaz-n zra-n*/ 'the men
saw'. It is possible to state, therefore, that the morphemes classified
4e

el
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as noun$ contain two constituents which are repeated in the subjective
affixes in phrase* of this type. The first constituent 0, gender, has
Wm classes; 01 masculine and 02 feminine. The first has the form
0. The second has many alternants of which the most common is the
formative affix (LA). Almost all nouns with initial /t/ contain the
component 02. With all subjective pronominal affixes except (t)
{t.a.t} 'you', and {n -} 'we', it occurs as an addition of It/, With {i-}
'he' this addition of /t/ is coupled with the subtraction of M.
The second constituent Y, number, has two classes. The first Y I
'singular' may be considered O. The second Y2 'plural' has many
alternants, the most frequent of which is the morpheme (i...n) occurring with nouns. With the subjective pronominal affixee, the chief
function of Y2 seems to be a change of position of the affix, i.e., suffix
to prefix or prefix to suffix, rather than the addition of a given phonemic sequence: e.g., /ur-fi-t/41 didn't give); /ur-n-fi/ 'we didn't give'.
Each phrase of the type Via must then contain two additional elements 0 and Y which extend over the noun and the pronominal affix.
The utterance /argaz i-zra*/ could then be symbolized structurally
as GlY1 (NV4) while the utterance it-riter-in zra-nt*/ would be
written 02*/2(NIV4).

In phrases of the type vlb, the only noun phrase which may occur
without changing the syntactic nature of the sequence is N5, i,e., a
noun stem with the vocative affix.
Sequences of the type V2 occur in simplest dorm as V5a The
phrase, however, may consist of V1 +NIA-N21 e.g., /i- zra* argaz/ 'he

saw the man.: /i-zra*atiul u-urgaz/ 'he saw the man's donkey'. Both
of these utterances aro syntactically equivalent to the utterance
/i-zra-t*/ 'he saw him'. It is possible to change the order of the words
so that the noun phrase may occur before the verb. In this case, the
verb must have the form V5a, and the gender and number of the noun
which serves as direct object are repeated in the objective affix: e.g.,
/ataras i-bi-t/ 'he crossed the street'; /t-udi-t ibi-t1Phe cut the
butter°. When the verb contains any affix except {P} (perfect), a subjective pronominal affix or an affix of class C, the objective pronominal
affixes must occur before the stem; e.g.,
ghe didn't cut it'.
Words which may be classified structurally as Vsb have been defined syntactically as sequences of subject, verb and indirect object.
The indirect object affix in such a sequence may be replaced by a
noun phrase, but in this case, the phrase must be N3, i.e., a noun with
a prepositional affix; /fi-t-as/ gave to him'; /fi-ti-urgaz/ gave
to the man'. Since the phrase N3 includes not only utterances of this
type, but all combinations of nouns and prepositional affixes, such
sequences as /i-da; s-suk*/ 'he went to the market'; /i-la igi-n-tbla/
'it's on the table' may be considered examples of this type of phrase.
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Words represented by the structural symbol A may be defined
Syntactically as sequences of subject, verb, direct, and indirect objepts: el., A-fa-Las-0 'he gave it to him'. A noun phrase of the type
Ni or N4 may be added to the sequence to serve as subject or direct.
object, while a noun phrase of the type N3 may serve as indirect object. The utterance could then occur as /argaz i-fa a-bultal*i-ufrux/
'the man gave the jar to the boy'. It shOuld be noted that in utterances
of this type, the indirect object affix always precedes the direct object
affix. After modal or temporal prefixes, both object affixes occur
before the stern and the subjective pronominal affix and after the modal
or temporal affix: e.g., /ur-as-t-i-fi/ 'he didn't give it to him';
/ra-k-t-i-fa/ 'he will give it to you'.

4.3
Particles
s=g
The particles may be divided into classes on the basis of their
syntactic functions. The first class (P1) includes the interjections.
These forms can be distinguished from other particles because usually
they occur as complete utterances, i.e., between two periods of iilence
or relatively long duration. Some of the more common members of
this subclass are: /iih/ 'yes'; /uhu/ 'no'; /ha/ 'here'. In some utterances they may occur before a noun to which the vocative affix has
been added: e.g., /iala a-sidi/ 'I hope so, sir'. In these utterances,
the falling tone which characterizes the phoneme /I/ is present although
the pause between the two words may be shortened.
The second class of particles (P2) includes those which may be
classified syntactically as conjunctions. These particles occur between phrases which are usually syntactically equivalent: e.g., Ababur
i-safr alkun lukt* t- lkm -as / the ship sailed because the time came
to him'. In this utterance the conjunction /alkura serves to join the
two verb phrases either of which could occur as a complete utterance.
ruz*uaila t-udi-t/
Another example is found in the utterance
'there is neither rice nor butter'. Here, the particle /uaila/ joins the
two noun phrases. This particle, like the other members of this class,
could not join a verb phrase with a noun phrase or a noun phrase with
a. verb phrase,
The third class of particles (P3) includes those which may be classified as adverbs. It is possible that some of these have been formed
from other morphelaes in the language, but additional historical data
would be needed to establish this fact. Usually the particles in this
class are substitutable for the sequ.mce N3: e.g., /ur-i-li g-tigmi/
he is not in the houses; /ur-i-li tina/ 'he isn't there'.
The fourth class of particles consists of interrogative words.
Almost all of these seem to have (ma) as a constituent. Usually they
occur at the beginning of the utterance, but they may also occur between phrases. In this way, they are similar to the particles classified
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as conjunctions, but the distribution is different' for the interrogatives
May occur between phrases which are not syntactically equivalent:
e.g., /manic i-la lktab/ 'where is the book' may occur as Aktab manic
i-la/. In the second utterance the interrogative occurs between the two
phrases, but the first is a noun phrase while the second is a verb
phrase. A conjunction could not occur between two such phrases.
There are two restrictions on the position of interrogatives: they may
not occur at the end of a sequence of phrases before a long silence
that marks the end of a sentence, nor may they occur between words
which are members of one phrase. It would be impossible, therefore,
to rearrange the words of the utterance cited above to form the sequence: /lktab i-la manic /. If the sentence contained the phrase NZ,
the interrogative would not occur between the two words forming this
phrase' e.g., /manit i-la lktab n-guma/ 'where is my brother's book'
would not occur as /lktab manif n-guma i-la/.
Another elites of particles (P5) includes those that serve as expletives: e.g., /aiad/ 'this is'. The words in this class may be used with
noun phrases, N1 or N2, to form a sequence which is equivalent to V2:
e.g., /man lukt* aiad/ 'what time is this'; Aukt* lmakla aiad/ 'this is
the time of meals'.
4,4 Word Sequence Equations
The following equations are designed to show the relationship be-

tween structural and syntactic classes. The capital letters indicate
morpheme classes: Nanoun, V= verb stem, A noun affix, 13 =Verb
affix, C*noun and verb affix. The numerals and lower case letters
indicate subclasses of morphemes: e.g., B5audirect object pronominal affix that occurs with verbs. The subscript indicates the class
of word in terms of morphemic components: e.g., N3 =a basic or
derived noun stem with the possessive affix. The raised numerals
indicate the syntactic classes.
WORD SEQUENCE EQUATIONS

Noun Phrases
N4+N2=N3

NN1--N2 =N1
N+V4b =N1
/11+N3=N2
N1 +(Nb+A3)=N2
N4=N3

NI+P2+N1=N1
N2 + P2 +N2 = N2

213+P2+0=N3
Na+A.6=P1
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Verb Phrases
N1,2,12 .1.vla+N3 a V3

vata"v1

V4c Vlb
N 1",1,11, v 1 a v a

tiLN2 +N3 'it V5b= V3

Yule V2

VS V4

NE.,,N2+ vla+Nl,NZ vas

N1'.-N2+NL1i2+V2a+N3m1/4
N1,N2+ Via+ N1A.N2 + N3 V4

Vlb N310 V3

N1',N2 +NLI12+ V2 V24
vab
vlb+

N1,,N2 + N3 + V2a+NLN2 V4

V4+ VeVZ

Vlb+NLN2+N3r.V4

NLN2 + P5 V2

NLN2 +N3 +NL-N2+ V4 =

V513 V3

4.5 Sentence Structure
The structure of sentences in Shilha may be clearly stated in terms
Of the word sequence equations given in the preceding section. Any
sequence of morphemes occurring after a relatively long period of
total Silence and having the contour phoneme /1/ or /t/ may be considered a complete utterance or sentence.
The simplest type of sentence is that consisting of a single word.
Some answers to questions may consist of one word, and some exclamations consist of one word. Both occur after a period of silence
and contain the contours which indicate sentences. Therefore, they
may be considered sentences of this type.
The most common sentence types are those containing a verb
phrase. The verb phrase may be VI, V2, V3, or V4. Any sequence of
morphemes which is equivalent to one of these phrases may be considered a sentence; therefore, a sequence consisting of a prepositional
affix with a personal pronoun and a noun may be considered a sentence:
e.g., /gi-a its/ 'in him sleep'. In this utterance the first word is equivalent to VI. When the second we, .1 is added, the entire sequence is
equivalent to V2 and may be described as a sentence if it occurs between two periods of silence.
Sentences are also formed by using the members of P2 to connect
verb phrases. It is possible, therefore, to have sequences such as
V1P2V1: e.g., A-kalif, ailkun i-tuna lhal/ 'he went in because the
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weather was hot'. The linking of any sequence of verb phrases will
form a sequence which may be considered a sentence, In some cases,
the linking is accomplished by mere juxtaposition of the phrases
rather than by the use of a particle.
Examples of these various sentence types will be found in the
sample texts which follow,
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CHAPTER V
TEXTS

.0 Introduction
The following texts are given as samples of the material on which
the preceding analysis is based. The transcription is phonemic; words
are separated by a space. Hyphens are used to indicate morpheme
boundaries within a word. Two translations are given with each text.
The first is literal; the second, idiomatic.
5e=21

5.1

i-mdukal,
i-ka:tin
ga-n
ul:n d-bu-mhand
he-was-then wolf with-porcupine were-they friends.
3. nga-n
n-las,
4. lah-asn
2. ia -uas: nkr -n.
died-they of-hunger.
nothing-to them
One -day rose -they.
i-ull:n. 7. grua
bu-mhand, 6, i -nat
5. i-nkr
mat-Nta-n.
he-said to-wolf.
let
he-stood porcupine.
what-eat.they.
sinit-sn. 9. afi;n
g-ia-t -t-ibttar -t. 8. du-n:
a -n-N
1.

to-we -eat in- one - garden.

t-ibhar-t si-ia-uugab,

went-they both-them.

10. lah-asn

found-they

manik ad-skar-n

to-do-they
nothing-to them how
11. tat-sat
afi-n
iat-t-nuk*bi-t. 12. klim -n
ad-klim-n.
enteredone -hour found-they one -hole.
to-enter -they.
14. uNm ar-i-Ita
gi-s. 13. bda -n
ar -Nta-n.
wolf is-he-eating
began-they are -eating -they .
they in-it.
ad-fug-n
15. lig-ra-n
ailig i-tamar ahlig-n-s.
when-want-they
to-leave
-they
until he-filled stomach-of-him.
garden

with-one -wall.

17, ur-i-ufi
i-fug bu-mhand. 16. i-ka*ma
not-he-could to-he-leavo
he-stayed wolf.
he-left porcupine.
bu.mhand,
18. i-na:-ias
i-bzug
aNkun
uhlig-n-s.
he -said- to him porcupine.
because he-is puffed stomach-of-him.
20. i-ngi-k
bab
19. ka*ma gina arkig-d-i-uNka
he-killthere until-here-he came owner of-garden.
stay
On. 22. ar-i-t-da*lb
si-ukurai. 21, ar-i-ala
is-he-crying wolf.
is-he-begging
ed-you with-stick.
24. i-na:-ias
bag a-i-fug.
i-bu-mhand. Z3. manik ra-i-skr
he -said-to
how
will -he-do to to-he -leave.
to- porcupine.
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26. talt i-darn-k
bit-mhand. 25. gun: f -dhar -n
put feet-of-you
him porcupine,
sleep on-back-of-you,

s-igtna bag lig-d-i-ulka
to -sky to

bab

n-t Altar -t ra-k-d-i -af

when-here -he -came owner of- garden

will-you-here-he

s-bra.
27. ra-k-i-luh
fikina.
will-you-he-throw to-outside
find like that.
Once the wolf and the porcupine were friends. One day they got
up. They were dying of hunger. They had nothing to eat. The porcupine got up. He said to the wolf, *Let's go eat in a garden.° The two
of them went. They found a garden with a wall. They had no way to
get in. (After) one hour, they found a hole. They went in through it.
They started to eat. The fox ate until he filled his stomach. When
they wanted to go out, the porcupine left. The wolf stayed. He could
not go out because his stomach was puffed. The porcupine said to him,
*Stay there until the owner of the garden comes. He will kill you with
a stick." The wolf started to cry. He asked the porcupine what to do
to get out. The porcupine told him, "Sleep on your back. Put your
feet in the air so that when the owner of the garden finds you like that
he will throw you out."
5.2

ia-uas: f-ltritalm-in. 2. ar-t-gon
Ma he-passed one-day on- engineers.
are-ptitting-they
zift i-lflaik. 3. i-sak*sa Ian gi -en
f- ma- akar -n.
he-asked one in-them on-what-do-they.
tar to-boats,
zift i- lflaik bag a-t-azal-nt
ar -n-t-ga
4. i-na:ias
he-told-him are-we-putting tar to-boata for to-run-they
Tha s-tigmi
zift.
igi-u-arnan. 5.
on -of -water.
when-he-returned Zha to-house he-melted tar.
i -i -dar -n
7. lig-i -h au
ugiul
i-gi-t

1. lha i-zri

of- donkey.
when-he -felt donkey
he -put -him to-feet
/ha or-IA-nil
d-ixf-n-s.
si -1 -hma i-luar. 8. i-bda*
he-began Iha is-he-saying with-mind-of-him.
with-heat he -ran,

9. lm'alim i-na:-ii
engineer he-told-me all right.
One day gha passed some engineers. They were putting tar on
boats. He asked one of them what they were doing. He told him, We
are putting tar on the boats so that they will run on water." When he
returned home, he melted some tar. He put it on the donkey's feet.
When the donkey felt the heat, he ran away. Zha started to say to himself, The engineer told me the truth."
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/ha i-zra* iat-tklit 1/im4at i-mhdar-n g-utaras.
ma he-saw one-time group of students in- street,
s-tlgmi-n-s
2, i-lard-asn
bag a -di -sn
i -girk

he-invited-to them to-house-of-him for to-with-them he-share
iminsi. 3. nat-n-as
WO.
4. i-kNm
s -t -a-mar-t
supper.
said-they-to him all right.
he -entered to -wife -of -him
5. Itaad: iminsi. 6. ha:ti. 7. dar-nig ingbu-in.
-n-s i-na:-iae.
he-told-her.
prepare supper.
see.
to-us guests.
ur-i-li
8. t-tiat-ias
ruz* uaila t-udi-t. 9. i-ktid
she-told-him not-he-is rice nor butter.
he-remembered
%ha ur -dar -s ma -s -nue.
ak *sari i-xuan
10. i -asi
/ha not-to-him what-he-cause-cook.
he -took bowl
he -(who) s-i-mtidar-n. 11 i-na:-iasn
imil ma'ala
is empty he-entered to-students.
he-told-them if
if only
dar-i ruz* t-udi-t
t-uk*sari-ad,
to-me rice butter will-for-you-it-here-put-I in-bowl-this.
12. i -il -tn

i-dut.

he-left-them he-went.
Once Zha saw a group of students in the street. He invited them to
his house to share supper with them. They said, °All right." He went
in and told his wife, 'Prepare supper. See, we have guests."
She said to him, "There is neither rice nor butter.* Then tha
remembered that he had nothing to cook.
He took an empty bowl in to the students and said to them, "If only
I had some rice or some butter, I would put it in this bowl for you."
Then he left them and went away.
5.4

I. si-brahirri

i-makl* si- muhmad.

2. i-na-ias

Mr.-Brahim he-met Mr.-Mohammed.
he -told-him
a- salamu - 'alai -kum. 3. i-/aub-as
si-muhmad
ua-alaio-peace-on-you.
he-answered-him Mr.-Mohammed and-onkurn usalam. 4. i-sauul si-brahim. 5. i-na:-ias
mani
you peace.
he-talked Mr.-Brahim.
he-said-to him where
umrgi -n -k.
t-ki-t g-asas? 6. I-nip-lag
7. i-na:-ias
you-are today?
he-killed-us absence-of-you.
he -told-him
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si.mutiniad
ima-kii. 8. manik ad-ga-n taruan-n-k
how
are-they children-of-you
Mr.-Mohammed and-you.
labas
dar-ng.
d-sa*ht-n-k?
9. i-na:-ias

he-told-him Mr.-Brahim nothing bad to-us.
10. maiala i-ng-a-iag
lgla 11:
la-n g-lmaiaKt. 11, sionly
he-killed-us. price which is in-living.
Mr.mutimad
i-na:-ias
ma-ra-iak-ni-g?
12. kulu gaiad
Mohammed he-told-him what-will-you-say-I?
all this which
klt* u-unzar.
i-la-n sabab-n-s
is
cause-of-him need of-rain.
Mr. Brahim met Mr. Mohammed. "Hello," he said to him.
with- health -of -you?

Mr. Mohammed answered, °Hello to you."
Mr. Brahim kept talking. °Where were you today?" he said. "We
missed you."
Mr. Mohammed said, "And how are things with you? How is your
family? How is your health?"

"Fine," answered Mr. Brahim. "But the cost of living is killing us."
"What can I say?" said Mr. Brahim. "All of this is caused by the
lack of rain.

1. i-zra* la-uael g-suk*
ia-tifulus
sin-dar-i-nza
he-saw one-day in-market one-rooster is-he-selling two-with
3. i-na:
2. i-la g-unsk u-utbir.
d-ixf-n-s
mrau n-rial.
he-is in-size of-pigeon.
he-said with-mind
of-dollars.
ten
ra-d-aui-g
i-i-fulus-n. 4. sbate
suk*
tomm.row will -hereof-him he-is high market for-chickens.
6. shah -an
afulus 11:
dar-ng. 5. i- 'adl -n.
he-is good.
tomorrow-that
carry-I rooster which to-us,
i-aui-d
afulus s - suk*.
is -ra-t-i -znz
7. i-na:
he-said whether -will-him
he-carried-here rooster to-market.
si-taman i-mkur*-n.
g-adlalt.
8. i-gi-t
he-put-him in-auction.
he-cause-sell with-price he (who)-is big.
bla sin-d-mrau lguffit i-ar:
9. ur-as-d-i-aui
not-him-here-he -carry only two-with-ten cents he-angered
u-fka*tu. 10. i-na:
i-li-m-suk*-in. 11. sak*sa-g mata gaiad
ask-I
what this
he-said to-marketers.
poor man.
zri-g ia-ufulus.
g-unsk
t-skar-m? 12. idgam
13. i -la
you-do?
yesterday saw-I one-rooster.
he-is in-size
.
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si-sin-d-mrau
i-nza
hesold with-two-with-ten
n-rial
15. kraigat Ian gigun i-zaid
g-taman-n-s.
each
one in-you he-advanced in-price-of-him.
of-dollars.
i-tai laluuan ugar
n-gua111
16. afulus-ad-inu
rooster-this-of-me he-has colors majority of-the one-who
17. i -zigz
idgam.
s-dar -0 ia-u-msuk*.
18. i-na:-ias
yest rday.
he-told-him
he-walked to-him one-marketer.
kii t-nufl-t.
19. ur-t-sin-t
20. afulus li
ualu.
you you-are crazy.
not-you-know nothing.
rooster which
ur -i-gi
n - sag idgarn
afulus i-sbg-n.
21. i -ga
we-buy yesterday not-he-is rooster he (who)-is-painted.
he-is

uutbir

i-sbg-n.

14.

of- pigeon he (who)-is- painted.

bab-aurgiu

lit

i- t- 'auud -n aual n-binactrn.

22. 1.- daub -as

owner of-green who he-recites talk of-humans.
he-answereduNib-an
ig-a-saual guar
ar -t -xam:
bzaf:.
guad
him grayed-that if-is-talk that one this one is-he-thinking much.
One day, he saw a rooster for sale in the market for twelve dollars.
He was the size of a pigeon. He said to himself, "The market price
for chickens is high. Tomorrow I will bring the rooster we have. He
is a good one.*
The next day he brought the rooster to the market. He thought that
he would sell him if the price was high. He put him on sale, but he
didn't bring him twelve cents. The poor man became angry. He said
to the market people, "What are you doing? Yesterday I saw a rooster
the size of a painted pigeon, and he sold for twelve dollars. Each one

of you raised his price. This rooster of mine has more colors than
that one had yesterday.*
One of the market people went to him and said, "You are crazy.
You don't know one thing. The rooster we were buying yesterday was
not a painted rooster. He was a parrot that could repeat the talk of
human beings."
"If that one talks, this one thinks a lot,* answered the old man.
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VOCABULARY

The vocabulary, which follows, contains words used by the inform.
ait in two or more utterances. The class of each word is, indicated
liy the abbreviation immediately following it. The gender of nouns is
given as well as the plural form. The perfect, negative, and habitual
forms of verbs are given when a phonemic change occurs. In cases
where the perfect and negative forms are phonemically the same as
the stem, only the habitual form is given. When all four forms are
the same, only the stem is given,
The following abbreviations are used:
Noun affix
A
coll. collective
C
N

Verb affix
Noun and Verb affix
Noun stem

P

Particle

h.
n.

V

Verb stem

P.

m.
1.

eg. singular

intr.

tr.

pl. plural
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masculine
feminine
habitual
negative
perfect
intransitive
transitive

CHAPTER VI
VOCABULARY

a. B2 4 (nominalizer)
a. 83 (alternant of ad.)
abasuit N, m. (p1. ibutag a > u wolf
abgar N, nn. (pl. ibgarn) a > u cattle merchant
abstal N, m. (p1. ibealn) a > u acrobat
abllat N, m. (pl. ibliatn) a > u investigator
abidar N, no. (pl. ibidarn) a > u lame man
abiralm
m. (p1. ibiralltn) a > u town crier
abl4au0arai 14, m. (pl. ibilaullarain) a > u huckster
abkal* N, m. (pl. ibkaln) a > u merchant, shopkeeper
ablad* N, m, (p1. iblad *n) a > u stone slab
ablinka N, tn. (pl. iblankiuin) a > u snake
abnai N, m; (pl. ibnain) a u builder, mason
abran 14, m. (pl. ibran) a > u wildcat
abra:ni N, rr?. (pl. ibranp--.1bra:nin) a > u stranger, foreigner
abrbri N, rri (pl. ibrabrin) a > u Berber
abubtt N, it.. (pl. ibuban) a > u penis
abukad* 14, m. (pl. ibukad*n) a > u blind man
abukal* N, nn. (pl. ibukal*n) a'> u jar
abulis N, m. (Spanish, policia) (pl.. ibulisn) a > u police
abxar N, m.
ibxarn) a > u burner of incense
ad. B3 (modal affix= subjunctive)
-ad C this
adad* N, m. (pl. idad+n) a > u ,finger
adag N, rn, (pl. adagn) a > u bush
tidal N, m. (pl. adaln) a > u mantle
adan* N, m. (pl. adan*) a > ua night
adar N, m. (pl. Warn) a > u foot
adbag N, m. (pl. olbagn) a > u tanner
adgag N, m. (pl. !,lgagn) a > u goldsmith, silversmith
adif N, m. a > ua marrow
adil*
pl, grapes
is -uaka* u-adil* one grape
adis N, m. (pl. idasn) a > u stomach
ad *n V (p. ad*n; n. id*n; h. tdi*n) be sick, ail
adrar N, m. (pl. idrarn) a > u mountain
adu* N, m. a > u odor, smell
adud* N, m. (pl. iclu*dan*) a > u finger
(alternant of adad*)
aduku N, m. (pl. idukan) a > u shoe
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adtar N, m. (pl. adZarn) a > ua neighbor
afasi N, m. a > u right side",hand
slats{ N, m, (0, ifalain) a > u person from Ilez
n. tin; h. tafa) can, find
ail V (p.
aika*Iu N, rn. (pl. ifka*gan) a > u poor man
ailab N, ni. (I)1.
a > u farmer

airuk N, m. (pl. itrxan) a > u boy
atud N, m. (pl. ifitcht) a > u knee
afulue N, m. (pl. ifuluen) a >u chicken
*tunas: N, M. (pl. ifunaesn) a:> u sax

afus-- afus: N, m. (pl. ifasnPw ifasm) a > Lk
agalu N, in, (p1. tguta) a > u head
agagn N, m., pl. thunder

hand, handle

agarson N, in. (pl. agarsonat) waiter
agdi* N, m. (pl. igda*--igdan*) a > u hole
agi V (p. ugi; n. ugi; h. tagi) refuse, be unwilling
aglid: N, in. (pl. igldan) a > u king
agmar: N, m. (pl. igmarin) a > u horse
agru N, m,
igra) a > u frog
agudi N, m. (pl. iguda"oigudan) a > u pile, heap
agudid* N, in (pl igudad*) a > u bird
agog V be far away
agul V (p, ugil; n. ugil; h. tagul) hang
agurn N, in., sg., pl. a > u,a, flour, meal
aguuad N, in. (pl. iguuadn) a> u guide
agzar N, in. (pl. igzarn) a > u butcher
agtifs N, in (pl. iga1aft) a > u palm tree
at B5c to us
agad* N m . (pl. igad*n) a > ua goat
aganim N, coll. a > u cane, reed(s)
agaras N, m. (pl. igarasn) a > u street
aggumi N, m. (p1. iggurnitn) a > u hall (in urban areas);
stable (in rural areas)
agiul N, m. (pl. igial) a > u donkey
agrum N, m., coll. a > u bread
agzaifu N, m. (pl. igzaifa) a > u tall man
atxanu N, in. (pl. itlana) a > u room
andad N, in. (pl. ihdadn) a > u blacksmith
ahlig N, m. (pl. ihalgan) a > u stomach
ahmal N, m. (pl. quinaln) a > u porter
ah/am N, m. (pl. ihlamn) a > u barber
aia P1 Oh!
aiad P5 this is, the fact is this
aian P5 that ise the fact is that
aidi N, m. (pl. idan) a > u dog
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N* m. (pl, isan) a > nit horse, stallion

ailit Pa

until
&fur N, m. (pl, *Win) a > ua
ak B5c to you (m., sg.)
aksi6 Ni M. (pl. *au+) a > ua
akal N, m. (pl. ikain) a > ua

moon, month

nut, kernel
earth, ground, soil
akidar N, in (pl. ikidarn) a > u draft horse
Altar N, in (pl. ikitarn) a > u horse
akin B5c to you (t., sg.)
ak4oadilr N, tn. a measure, ,100 kilograms
Or V (p. ukr; n. ukr; h. takur) steal
akrai N, st. (pl. ikrain) a > u renter, landlord or tenant
aksar N, in a > u ascent, climb
ak*sati N, m. (pl, ikitara) a > u bowl, dish
ak$ud N, m (p1, ikliud+n) a > u stick
alike N, en. (pl. ileKagn) a > u pirate, robber (insult)
akuiri N, tn. (pl, ikuloran) a > u fig
al V (pi. WI rt. ul; h. tat) raise
alalAd P1 that is enough
*Jim N, an., coll. a > u/a > ua hay
aman N, an., pl. a > ua water
amarikan N, in (pl. ims.rilsanin) a > u American
asadakul N, m. (pl, imdukal) a > u friend
'Judas: N, in (pl, irndusm) a > u dump, rubbish heap, compost pile
arnifar N, m. (pl. imgarn) a > u sheik
N, m. (pi initarbin) a > u Moroccan (to other Moroccans); stranger
an4dar N, m. (pl. imlldarn) a > u student
1(to tion-Moroccans an ks& N, m. (pl. imksaun) a > u shepherd
amsanar N,m. (pl, internam) a > u nail
amaxar N, m. (pl. imexarn) a > u waiter
arnsczni N, m. (pl. intzaznin) a > u police
sans V (p. urns; n. urns: h, tams) take, sieze
andalab N, m. (pl. incla.labn) a > u beggar
mail N, in., coll. blueing
anu N, rrt. (pl. una) a > ua well
anzar N m. (Pl. inzarn) a > u rain
anItar N, m. (p1. in/arn) a > u carpenter
at. 83 (progressive tense prefix)'
art V become angry
antra 14, tn, (pl. iraman) a > u camel
arba'a Nc tour
arfak N, rn. (pl. irfalus) a > u caravan
argan N, m. (pl. argan :) a > u kind of tree
opts N, m. (pl. irgazn) a > u man, husbana
arkit. B4 until
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artl N, m. (pl. irtaln)
arud V be clean

in kilogram

aru*rni N, m. (pl. iru *min) r. > u Christian, Etiropeart
a: B5c to him, to her
as V (p. us; n. us; h. tas) tie, bind
as; N, m. (pi. usant) a > ua day
asalamudalaikurn Hello
aCardun N, m. (pl, icardan) a > u mule
asaru N, m. (pl. 'aura) a > u ditch
Witt N, tn. (p1. iofatn) a > u baker

asi V (p. usi; n. usi; h. tali) carry
asif N, rn. (pl. ;gain) a > u river
asimid* N, rn. (pl, ismdan) cold, wind
asi*ud* N, m. (p1. 181.4vd*n) a > u hunter, fisherman'
askiu N, m. (pl. askiun) a > u horn of an animal
askro N, m. (pl. iskraz) a > u plow
aalim N, m. (pl. islman) a > u fish
asm N, in. (pl. asman) a > ua lightning

asn B5c to them (m.)
tent B5c to them (f.)
asnus N, rn. (pl. Jonas) a > u young donkey
asuguas N, tn. (pl. isugus.sn) a > u year
asuk; N, rn. (pl. isu;ka.) a > ua street, road
(see tasukt;)
attar N, tn. (pl. Warn) a > u thief
&Sib N, m. (pl. illuban) a > u he who is gray, old man
allifur N, m. (pl. allifurat) a > u chauffeur
Milt V (p. uSka; n. Oki; h. task) come
Mikan P2

because

atuari N, m. (pl. iSuarin) a > u saddle bag
atai; N, m., coil, tea
at*bib N, m. (pl. itobibn) a > u doctor
atbir N, en. (pl. itbirn) a > u pigeon
atlbax N, tn. cook
atfrna. N, m. (pl. it*rnan) a > u greedy person
aturdi N, rn. back
aual N, tn. speech, talk
atil V (p. iwi; n, iwi: h. taws)
auld
auin

bring
take

autil N, en. (pl. iutal) a > ua hare, rabbit
aun BSc to you (m., pl.)
aunt B5c to you (f., pl.)
axbaz N, m. (pl. ixbazn) a > u baker
axdam N, rn. (p1. ixdarnn) a > u hotel employee, laborer
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aiedar N, m. (pl. bedevil) a > u

exit* N, m. (pl. bcratn) a > u
*mann% N, m., coll. onion
fat-tasalimt one onion

aware N, m., coll,

asgt N, Msa>u

greengrocer
shoemaker

hair
bull

ASigsau N, m.

green, blue
azi V (p. usl; n. uz11 h. trial) run
azimad N, m. (pl. islrnadn) a > u left side
saiti N, in, (pl. saran) a > u stone
asugat N, m. (pl. izugagn) a > u red
asur N, in, (pl. izurn) a > u roof
AN V (p. uNai n. uffiii h. tags)

a'aba V

permit let

play a trick, dupe
&oak* V remember
ttiakas N, m. (p1, idakasn) a > u cane
agalul N, in. (pl. idalail) a > u calf
a'aritm N, m4
ilariunin) a > u pile (used as a measure)
ieaskri N, in. (pl. liatikrin) a > u soldier
bab N, mo-(01. idbab) master, owner
baba N, m. (pl. idbaba) my father, my parents
(thicword is used only with the possessive pronouns.)
1;abargiu N, m. (p1. idbabartiu) parrot
bablfar4 N, m, (pl. iclbablfarlg en3oyer
bablhavillen N, Mt (0r itittablhanMal) worrier
bablhariat
tn. (p1. idbablhanas) rester
bablucins '14, ra. (pl. idbabludus) bather

babltuusb N, M (pl. idbablluuab)

answerer

babur+ N, M. (pl. babuiltrat) ship
babulad* N, nl. (pl. iclbabulad.) stone owner
bat -bid N, in, (p1. idbas) paint
bain V Olt thain) be clear, appear
bald* V crack (intr,)

balk y clear away, get out
ba'r N, m. (pl. barat) bar, cafe
bards V (p. bird:i n, birds; h, tbar:ad)
brms V (p. brass; n, brtn:; h, tbarami)
bas^-ba?as sorrow, trouble
labas dar-i I am well

ur labas dari I don't feel so good

has P2

in order to
baler V (h, tbaNr) give good news
batata N, m., sg. and pl. potato
ba'ada P3 then, hereafter
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make cool
turn around

bdu V (p. bcial n. bdi; h. tbda) begin, start
bdu* V (p. Was; n, bdisl h. 1400 cut, divide
bdl V (p. bc11; n, bdill h. tbdal) change
blot% N. m. (pl. ibtaiMn) acrobatics
bharit P3 too much, very
14(a)ra P3 just now
bat V (p. Mist; n. bliait; h. tbkiat) investigate

bi V

cut, cross

bid:A-bid V (h. bdid,..,tbdad)
bide* P3 always

stand

bilat V (p. bilat; n. bilit, h. tbilag) deliver
bird V (h. tbirdad) be cool
bitlean N, m., coll. and pl. eggplant
bku* V (p. bka*; n. bids; h. tbka*) remain
his Pa without, only
Watt N. slowness
h. tblu) be old, grow older (n.)
blu V (p. bla; n.
bnadm N, m., coll. (pl. bunadarn) human
bnu B (p. bna; n. bni; h. bna;) build
bra N. outside
brahim Abraham
bri V (h. tbrai) rub, grind, wound

brm V (p, brm; n. brim; h. tbram) roll, turn, twist (tr.)
baahtk Ph enjoy it-- you're welcome ...,good luck
bu- Al owner of
btablad* N, m. (pl. idbublad*) owner of stone
N, m. (p1. idbufark}) enjoyer

bufugus N, m., coll. dates
buizgarn N, m. (pl. idbuizgarn)

cattle owner
be blind
bulhamum N, m. (pl. idbulharnum) worrier
bulhana: N, m. (pl. idbulhana) rester
buludus N, in (pl. idbuludu*) bather
bulu*ts.1 N, m. (p1. idbulu*ta.1) hotel owner
bumhand N, in (pl idbumhand) porcupine
hxar V burn incense
beat Nc much
bzig V (h. tbzag) be puffed, wet, angry
bziz N, m., coll. force
131E V (p. b/1 n. bit; h. tbZ)
crush
%Mc& V (h. bukad*)

dC

(emphatic affix)
(with nouns a prefix; with verbs a suffix)

d- A4 with
-d C (see -ad)

here, now, this
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dbrs V (p, dabrs; n. dabirss h. tdabars) lock for
dada N, m. (p1. idada) grandfather
(may be used only with possessive pronoun)

dal P4

again

dalb V (p. da*lb; n, dalib: h. tda*lab) ask for, beg
daslm N, m. (pl. du*ltun) unjust person
da4nan N (pl. idaAntn) guarantor
da*mant N (pl. idassmantnvdmanat)
da*mr N, m. (pl. idsAmrn) breast

dar A4

guarantee

to, at

cure
dtbart N, f. (pl. dbrat) sore
dblil N, m. (pl, dball) bracelet
dbg N, m. (pl. dbat) tanning fluid
daub, V (h. tdawi)

dbr* V (p. dbr*; n. dbirs; h. tdbar *)

do something without help

dbr V (p. dbl.; n. dbir; h, tdbar) injure
dtul N, tn. (pl. dgal) badness, affliction
dhar* V (h. tdhar4) appear
dhar N, in (pl. ditur*) back
n. dhii; h. tdhall) become dizzy, faint, nervous,
dhai V (p.
frightened
N, m. sickness
dhb N, m. gold
daf *; N, m. (pl. difan) guest
dl V (h. t(11) cover
dla4 N_ , in (pl., f. tidlablin) watermelOn
dm V (n. dim; h. tdm) sink, dive
dhagt

dnts* V (p. dna*; n. dni*; h. tdnu5)

think

be fat, thick, become fatter (h.)
dr* V (p. dr*; n. dirt; h. tars) fall, slip
dr; V (h. tdrs) remain alive
drf V (p, drf; n. dill; h. tdara,f) be handsome, polite, pretty (of
children)
drEt N, f. (pl, dru/) step
dru V (p, dra; n, dri; h. tdru) 1) be deep, become deeper (h.)
clioni V (h. td*ni)

2) join

druil N, tn. (pl. drauls) poor man
drus V (h. tdrus) be little, be small (quantity)
du AS under
du: V (p. dal; n. dit; h. tdul) go
dua N drug, medicine
dub V (h. tduuab) melt (tr, and intr.)
duhur* N aft( ,noon prayer
dunit N world
dtorus V (p. dusrus; n. iusri*; h. tdasruit) injure, harm, pain
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dux V (h, tduuax) become sick, dizZy
dulnbir N December
dzirt N, f. (pl. tidzirin) island

d/atlad V (p. dlatiadt; n. d/allid; h. dlatiad:)
d'a V pray for ask, plead
f- A4 tor, on, through
fad N thirst
Earl) V (h. tfar4) enjoy, celebrate
Earle *: V (p. Lurks:; n. turtle* :; h. tfarak*:)
Eartastu* N (p1. idfarta *tu*) butterfly
Ears V slash

Earl: V (p. fuM; n. furM; h. tiara)
(dal)* V

separate

gaze at

ridicule, gossip about

Et V (p. Alt; n. fat; h. tat)

go out

fhm V (p. nun; n. (him; h. tfham)
Li V (p. fa; n. Li; h. tka) give
fis: V (h. tEsas) be quiet
A4

bet, contradict

understand

(see f -)

fl V (h. tfal) leave (tr.)
Mau N mint
fl}) V (h. alai)) grow, succeed (impersonal)
frd V (h. tfrad) change
frati V (see Lark)
frank N, m. (pl. frankat) franc
fat V untie, melt, open (a package)
far V (p. fsr ; n. fair; h, tfsar) spread out
'*1,31; V sprewd out to dry.
faus V (h. tfsus) be light, soft; become lighter, softer (h.)
ftl V (p. ftl; n. ftil; h. tftal) roll (tr.)
fuks* N, m., ag. and p1. bug
fuku: V (p. fuka:; n.
h, tfuku;) separate, release
fulki V be beautiful
ga V (p. ga; n. gi; h. ga) become, be, put on
gabl V (p. gabl; n, gabil; h, tgabal) watch
gada V be equal to, be straight (in comparison to)
gal; V (p. gala :; n. gala:; h. tgalas) swear
gam: V (p. gum:; n. gum:; h. garnat) be unable to
gaur V (p. gauar; n. gauir; h. gauar) sit
gdu: V (p. gda :; n. gdi;) be similar to be enough
gi- A4 (alternant of t-)
gilb V (p. glib; n. glib; h. tgilab) turn around (tr. , intr.)
gli V lead
gmr V (p. gmr; n. gmir; h. gunnur^,gumar) chase, hunt
gnu V (p. gna; n. gni; h. tgnu) mend
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gr V (p. gr; n. gir; h. gar) touch
gru V (p. gra; n, grit h, tgru) pick up
gru: V (p. gra;; n. grit; h. tgra) be last
gudrnt V (p. gudm:; n. gudirrm h. tgudarm) turn over (tr.)
guma N, tn. (p1, aitmatn) my brother
(may be used only with possessive pronouns)
gun V (p, gun; n. gin; 11, tgun) sleep
gut V be abundant, accomplish much
guz V descend
gar V (p. gzar; n. gzir; h. tgzar) butcher
gzul V (h. goal) be small, short

it. A4

in, at

135a

I

*taut V (p. gaga:; n. *ant; h. ttallat ) become faint, get dizzy
gaiad Nb this which
ratan Nb that which
gain Nb what, which
gakudan P3 from time to time, then
tars V (p. gurus; n. gulls; h, kars*) slaughter

gam P

today
gas V (h. kaz*) bury

tfr V (p. tfr; n. gin; h. tgfa )
tid P3 here
gikina P3

glad P3
than P3

forgive relent, be merciful

in that way,
now

then

gina P3

there
L A.* P3 at alght
giuran P3 over there
gall V (p. gml; n.gmil; h, tgrnal) be musty, smell mouldy
gmu V (p. gma; n, grni; h, tgrnu) paint, be painted
gnu: V (p. -gnat; n. *nit; h. tgnu:) be rich, become richer (h.)
gr V (p. gra; n. grit h. k*ra) read, call out
grua N, m. cold (disease)
truah V let, allow

tua Nb

the one

guali Nb the one who
gui Nb these
via V (n. gull; h. tgulu) be high
gull V (h, ak *lai) climb, boil

tuni: V

sing

gungk Nc as big as
gur* V (h. tkur*) be hard, get hard (h.)
gu *ru V (p. gu*ra; n. guri: h, tgara) deceive, cheat
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sus V

vitt N

be clean
August

sudu V (p. 1041 n. sun; h. tridu) cheat, deceive
*u*zan V (h. ttuszin) be right, tell the truth
fail V (h, tezit) be tall
ha P1 *co, look, here
hadr V be present
hakak N

force
hall P3 only
ban V (p. hna; n. WI h. thnu) be quiet
har V (h. thar) tickle
harhar V (h. tharhar) bray
harrila N, m. (pl. idharma) clown
hati P5 here is
hbil V (h. thbil) become silly
Ian V (h. tandn) be quiet
hdu V (p. has.; n. hdi; h. thaa) present, give
hindiz V (h. thndaz) calcOate
hmim V (h, thmam) worry
hnu: V (p. hnu:; n. huni:; h. thanaq rest
haul V be troubled
htm V (p. lam; rt. }aim; h. thEarn) invade
4abardad N, coll. spice
1}akan* P3 perhaps
4111 V (p. 4ulal; n hulil; h. tl)alal) beg, request
41:s V (p. halts; n. halts:; h. tlAlas;) saddle
!Arnim; h. tl}arriam) bathe
ktarnarn V
1)d.rhu V (p. harria; n. hami'; h. 1.1)atnu) protect
l}ana N dear

!Anus V (p. bana:; n. hani:; h. tha.na:) pity
1}arar V (p.1}brur; n, hurur; h, tharo.r) free, release

hail V (p. harg; n. Igrg; h, tl}rag) burn (tr. and intr.)
harir N, m. silk
barks V (h. tharalu) shake, stir, move (tr. and intr.)
harm V (p. harm; n. hirm; h. harm) be forbidden
hard V (p. hard; n. hird; h. thrad) be sharp, be intelligent
ktaru; V (p. Kara:; n.
h. t4aru:) be tough, bitter, strong, hard
to convince, hard working
endure
cover

harz V (p. barz n. 4irz; h. tbraz)
4bu V (p. bba; n. hbi; h. thaba)
hdad V forge
4dr V (h. thdar) be low
hdue V (p. hda*; n. hdi*; h. thda*)

hfu V (p. hfa; n. hfi; h. thfu)

hide
be dull; become duller (h.)
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1}iu V (n.1}ii; h. ilga) live
WW1 V (p. hilat; n, hili;; h. 411a;) be permitted
4ktrt V (p. WM. n, 41(inn; h. thkarrt) judge
I}ma V (p.
n, 1}rni; h, tl}ma) be hot
4ritill V (p.
n. l}amil;1 h. t4arnal;) load, carry, endure
4ram N (pl, harinta) dance

404 V (p. hsai n. 40i; h. t4sa) feel
I}sab N, m, (pl. Ihsabat) amount, sum
bsul V (p. heal; n. 4811; h, thew.) memorizo
hta Pa also
i- A4 to, for
1 135a he
B5b me
1..n A2 (plural affix)

i-n 115a

iala: PI
ialas PI

the one who

hurry up
certainly, yes, all right, that's good
-iamt B6 imperative (f., p1.)
Ian No, tn. one
tat Nc, f, one; anything, nothing (with negative)
-tat B6 imperative (m., p1.)
ibrl N, m. (pl. ibr/n) feather
ibatin N, m. beans
iblis N. m. devil
fibril N April
ibrir N 21bruary
ibrin N, m. meal, ground corn or wheat
ibxu141n N, pl,
insect
ids N, m. (pl, adv.') night
idaxnn N, in. blood
idgam P3 yesterday
idla N, m. black
ifis N, m, hyena
ifr N, m, (pl. itraun) leaf
ifrurain 14, rn. crumbs
ifrg N, tn. (pl.ifrgan) wall of thorns, hedge
igi AS on top of
igigil N, m. (pl. igugal) orphan
igia N, m. (pl. igizn) small camel
iglgiz N, m. (pl. iglgizn) beetle
iglin N wretch
(apparently formed from an obsolete verb stem)
ig:na N, m. (pl. idglma) sky

igidi N, m.

tree trunk

(alternant of agzdi)
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it B4

if

Ltd N, m,

ashes

itil N, m. (pl. italn)
ituracto N, m.

iinair N

ilthi P1

cloth measure 111 the distance from elbow to

tip of middle finger
shoulders

JanuarY

Cod help met
ilE N, rn. (pl. titan) hog
ili V (p. la) n. li) be (location)
ilia N, f. (pl. istis) daughter
ilm N, m. (pl, ilmaun) leather

ima. P2

and

imig: N, rn. (pl. imitt)
imik Nc a little
imil Pa but, if

battle

imitrin N, m. sweetness
iminsi N, m. (p1. iminsauun) supper
imkli N, m, (p1. imklaun) lunch
imlal N, rri., collo sand
irnzdi N, m. (pl. imzdan) guest, visitor
ina N, f. my mother
(this word is used only with possessive pronouns)
int V (p. na:
h. tni) say
ingbi N, on. (p1. ingbuun) guest
I hope so
ird V (p, crud; n, crud; h. tarud) be clean
irg N, tn. (pl. irgan) nut shell
is- B4 (interrogative affix)

ism N, m. name.
itri N, rn. (pl. itran) star
its N, m. sleep, drowsiness
iuis N, In. (p1. taruans) eon
iuisnsukt* N, rn urchin, tramp
iuisnxali N, m. cousin
iuliusa N July

iuniuh N June
ix( N, m, (pl. ixfauun) head, mind, self (with possessive pronoun)
ixs N, m. (pl. ixsan) bone
izd PS (interrogative particle)
izi N, m. (pl. izan) fly
iziki: N, m. (pl. izakan) sparrow
izirnr N, m. (pl. izarnarn) ram
iznak* N, rn., pl. streets
izri N, in. glance
Wad* N, m. clothing (s. aVud:: rug)
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k BSb, rn., sg. you
k Sr (p. ka; n. kip h. ka:)

WU V (p,

exist, pass

ka*bili h. tka*1)1)

look at, took after
satisfy

ka*du*: V (p. ka*da*:1 n. kasda*;; h, tkada*:)

katai N, m. (pl. kafaiat) cafe, bar
ka*ma",k4a*nia V remain, stay
kan* V close
kanun N, m. (pl. ikanin) fireplace
k*dat* V (h, tk*dat*) rob, steal
kdu* V (p. kda*; n. kdi*; h. kda*)
sniff, smell
kdub N, m. lying
kfu N, rn. (pl. kfin) coffin
kid V (p. kad; n. kid; h. tkad) visit
kii Nb, rn., sg. you
kim V (h. tkim) beat, hit
kimi Nb, f., sg. you
km1 V (p. kinl; n. krnil; h. tkmal) finish, end (tr. and intr.)
kl* V wait
km B5b, f., sg. you
km V (p. kma n. kmi; h. tkma) smoke (tobacco)
knu V bend, stoop
kra Nc some, any
krad* Nc three
kraigat Nc everyone
krm V (h. tkrm) be cold, become colder (h.)
kru. V (p. kra.; n. kri; h. tkru) rent to, rent from
krz V (p. krz; n. krlz; h. tkraz) cultivate
ks"skis V (p. ksa; n.
h, kea :) take off, pull off, cut off
kali: V graze
k*sd* V (p. k*sad*; n. kosad*; h. tk*sad*) go toward, approach, intend
ksha V be hard
loud* V (h. tksad*) fear
kiiim V enter
ktud V (p. ktid;,n. ktid) remember
kudna B4 whenever
kulu Nc each, all
kulma Nb each one
kulifi Nb everything, all
kun V (h, tkun) live, happen, be, exist
kuni Nb, rn., pl. you
kuninti Nb, I., pl. you
kur* V (h. tkur*) be hard, become hard
kurai^-alcurai N, m. (p1. ikurain) stick
kutu: V comb, groom
kuz* Nc

four
5?

la PI

no

labas nothing wrong
labudat P5 it is necessary
lagar N, m. (pl. lagarat) station, depot
lahl N,'1. wife
tat P5 there is
lak*raba AS beside
lala: N, f. miss, madam
(used only with first name)

larub Nc three-fourths
la'afit N, 1. fire
lbab N, m. (pl. lbiban) gate, door
lbakit N, m. (pl. lbakitat) package
lbanan N, m., coil, bananas
lbgar N, m (pl. lbiguri) cattle
lbhar N, rrt. (pl. lbhur*) sea
lbhat N, m. investigation
lbigri N, m., coll, beef
lbit N, f. (pl, lbiut) room
lbitludu*

wash room
N, m., sg. and pl.
lbrkuk* N, tn., coll. plums

lbsis N, tn,

lbxur* N, in

building

cereal
incense

Ibsar N, in., coll. pepper
lam P5 it is necessary
ldi V pull
lfakit N, m., coll. fruit, nuts
lfarh N, m. pleasure
breakfast
success
lflukt N, in. (p1. Walk) boat
lfdur* N, rn.

lfilh N, m.

taus N, m.

money

lgaru*--lgaru N, m., sg. and pl. cigarette
lgirat N, m. battle field
lguas V (h. tilguag) be soft, become softer (h.)
igudam N, tn. front
lgurnt N, f. (pl. lgurnat) slaughter house

lsarb N

Morocco, west

Isnmi N, m., sg. and pl. lamb
Iguat N, f. (pl. laguat) noise
taut N deception, fraud
lhart N, tn. tickling
11141 14, sn.
peace, rest
14adt N

Sunday, limit, end
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AIM N, tn.
latiaual) weather, atmosphere
ltialua 14, m. (pl, ltialuat) cake
lklarnam N

bath

lhamil N, m, (pl. *mil)
lkiattas N, in.

load

henna

N, m., coll. chickpeas
lttarf N, m. (p1. Usrufs) letter of the alphabet
11?arns

AsaZt N, 1, (pl. lbmai/)

thing, clothing (pl.)

4asimt N, f. (pl., m. ltiazum)
milk
14111) N, m.
'lona N, m, heat

bunch

excessive heat
N, tn. silk
lkska N, f. (pl. 11)skat) lamp
14u1t*.vlul)ult* N, m. (pl. idluhuP)
lis Nb who (relative)
lIgnuat (p1,)

stable

lit 84

when
nights, winter
111*11 N, I,

liksksu N kuskus (a food)
lirnari N# C. (pl. limaraiat) mirror

litru N, m. (pl. litruat)

litre

coffee, cafe, bar gratuity
lkalb* N, tn. heart
lkamun N, rn. (pl. lkamunat) truck
lkard* N, m. measure used for grain, approximately one gallon
lkashua. N, m.

lkarit N, m. paper
lk*bilt N, nv, pl. people, tribes
lk*lim N, m. (pl. lkslum) pen
lkm V (h. tlkm) arrive, reach
lkra N, m. rent
lktab N, m. (pl. lktab) book
lktan N, in. cotton cloth
lkursi N, On. beach, chair
lku*uad N, m, pancler (used in insults)
imaida N, 1. (p1.1miadi) table
ltnakla N meals, food
N, rn. government
lmdad N, m/. ink

lmdint N, f. city
lmitru 14, ra. (pl, lmitruat)
lmkib N, rn. bowl
lmrkub N, m,
ltrisiiak# N, m.

lmuda N, f.

N, m,
fare

meter

melon

clown, minstrel
occasion
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1Mutrib N Morocco
Imus N, m. knife
1mlalim N, m. engineer
la V (p. lea; n. lei; h. Os)

dress

ltnin N -Monday
lubia N, m., coll.

string beans
hot water for washing before prayer, act of washing
before prayer
14 V (h. tluatt) throw away, lay an egg
luhr V throw out
lukan P2 if...then
lukid+ N, m. matches
lukil N, m. lawyer
lukt N, f. time, hour
luraks N, tn., pl. (eg. urak) leaves
lu *tal N, m. hotel

lu *du* N, m.

luuali N, m. (pl, luliia) prophet
ixamit N, f. (pl. lxamiiat) curtain
lxar N, m. material, goods
lxatr N, m. desire
lxmis N Thursday
lxulscuks N, m.

lxunilt N. f.

person
bag

lzaub N, m.

answer
Priday

Mid 14, m. (pl. ituad) goodness
1Sib N, rn. (pl. lliub) pocket
1/mtat N, m., age and pl.
auuab N, m. answer

group

l'ab V (p. l'ab; n. l'ib; h. tl'ab) play (games, tricks)
l'abrtt N, m. a measure for grain equal to 4 lkaed*
Paid N, m. (pl. llaiad) holiday
1'4(1* N, m. (pl, l'aukul*) mind
l'aiu 14, m, height
l'am N, m. (p1. 0am) year

l'arba N

Wednesday

Park* N, m. (pl. l'aruk *) vein, root
leas N, m. hunger
lfaskar 11, m, (pl. l'askr) soldier
l'auaisir 14, m. holiday season
N, m. (pl. 'alub) wonder, miracle
ma C what

mat V

nothing, anything (with negative)
fight

tintiuh N May
otkake--nnasts V meet
--MOO V meet, look

014 V (h. trnali?) be salty
man $b who, what
nianakii P.4 when
0,400 P4 'where,- frttirtili-P4';

how

MVO& P6 - where is, where are
Mar4ba P1 Welcome

mare N March
mates P4 which one
Mad, V wait for a long time
delay, be late, take a long time
-matt* N, good things
if

ma'alaA,:ntala 134_
ma'arta RI,' why

ma,da` P4
,

without, except
happiness
mdi V =, reach,' catch
buried
Mei (h 040 'sprout, plant
.-ingiut4' V (h. tingut4)' grow bigger
one hundred
-1111i0-140 1p1:- idMia)
Wan 14, m. people
.
IniM' V (hi' timirn) he sweet
tniritial? lei evening
miabad P
after
snizsllk .P4
how much
l's%1oar.1* P1

_

Nb' whose
.Inksal V -"tend sheep, cattle
mkuri-V be large
lf (Pi maul h. miltt h final)
in114

'mita V (h. tmi,u4
Mom*

direct, conduct, show

that'X tine
be

grow whiter (h.)

how.Many

.rnrau Nc ten
mrlam Miriam
*used V be very sharp
msltin N, m* (14. ris#fakto) poor fellow
mta V (p, Mint n.,mOtt h. mtat) die
Mun V (h. muna) accoMpiny
muSat V (p.-musatt n. musiu h. tmusut) 'Move, tremble
mei V (h. torsi) be small, grow arnallpr
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A3

(possessive prefix)
we

1356

ol B5a , they
-n C there, that, then
, nail V (p. nud; n. nUfill h. nufal)
&natal N, m.

ig. and pl.

2111111U11 N.0

nalam PI

be crazy

madman
mosquito

yes

ndadana P3 last year
ndu V (p.
n. ndis; h. tndu) be wet
ngi V run, wander, rush
ng. V (n. nit; h. nka) kill
net A5 between
nlifn V (p.
n,
h, tuillan) be straight, be honest
ukt Nb I
nkr V stand up
-nt 85a, f. they
nta Nb he
Mat Nb she
nua V (p. nua; n. nut; h. tau) be ripe, cook
nukni Nb we
nuknti Nb we (f.)
nukurt+ N silver
aUs No one-half
nuus. V (p. nuual n. nuui; h. tnuua) wish
nuuambir N November
as V (h. nsa) be for sale
ntm V (h. nXam) escape
n4ala V curse
Adana N mint

ra- 83 will, shad
rabla Ng

one-fourth

rar V return'(tr.)
rastarant N, m. (pl. rastarantat)

cafe, bar ,
gain, earn, succeed

r14 V (p. rbalp a. rbib; h. trbab)
rb'a Nc four
rbis N

God

rbi'a N, rri.

grass

'rthrk V (p. riles; n. rdili; h. trdu*)

accept

rgig V tremble
ripu V fp. rgamt n. rgim; h. trgam)

ridicule

1* If, (p. lira; nt 1%41 h. rka*:) become hot
ri V (p. ra; n. xi; h. tri) ,wish, want
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ritzy N, m., coil, money, currency, dollars
ri4 V give off an odor
ri10 N, m. (p1. larial)) wind
ri/it N, f. odor
rig N, m,, pl. feathers
AO V (p. tkassi n. rkiirol h. trkass) dance
nut V be tired
vtle
m (pl. rtals) 1/& kilo
ruah V let, permit
ruu V (p. rual n. Tull h. mutt) be beautiful
rub* N, m., coll. rice
vs V (p, rat n. Ira; h. trs) break
Mk N, f. (pl. rata) turban

rlu V (p. *la! n. Ili; h. trEa)
r'ad V (h. triad) thunder
s. A4 to, towtird

,sal No
0air V

saqr V

hope

seven
sail

travel
sat Noss V (p, sag; As sir; h. tsar) buy
ask
salvo s& V
salt; 1414 m.
summer
saki P
right
sa.4,kkt 14, f,
health
samh V forgive
saruat V thresh
sat N, f. time, hour
saual V (p. sauul; n. sauuilt h. tsaual) speak
'abet, N. tn. morning
'ball P3 tomorrow
s+1,4 V wake up
make clear
sba.414 V
Or V paint
sbib^-zbid V make stand
shr V (p. sbrl n. sbir; h. stbar) move slowly
edis Nc six
odrus.%, zdrus V reduce

star V be yellow
afau V (p, efau; n. alai; h, tsfau)
sang N, m. doughnuts
offs: V

sfsi V
studs V
agudi

be bright

calm, soothe, quiet
melt (tr.)
wipe, sweep
zgudi V pile
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*twit N, m. (pl. sari)

ilar V

desert

teach
stun* N breakfast before sunrise during the month of fasting
at. A4 with, by means of
elbt N Saturday
Sidi P1 (formal) sir, mister

sitaiamiliar form
141 V (h. tsigil) look for
0121ftat10. N, M. (pl. simanat)

simti V

weak

plant
slows Nc live
sin Nc two
siniat N. f, occupation, profession
sird V wash
sirs V place
sirur N, m. shine
skr V (p. skr; n. skirl h. kar) do
sksud* V (h. sksads) frighten
ekus V (h. tskus) sit

el V (p. sla; n. sli; h. slat) hear
sliat N, 1. merchandise
elkm V take to a destination
sm N. m. poison
emah N, m.

ink made from burnt wool

smak*1 V look for
amid* V be cold

smun V collect
en V (p. sans n. sin; h. sans) know, understand
engi V turn on the water
sraf V (h. tsraf) spend
srbh V (p. srball; n. srbiti; h. srtbah) reward
srdu* V cause to accept
art N, m. change (money)

erir N, m. (pl. srar) bed
sam N, m. (pl. sratm) window

su V (p.
n. cut; h, twat) drink
eudu V (p. suds; n. audi; h. teuda) ride (on a horse)
suf V blow
auk V (h. sufus) spit
suguan V be black
suluii V cause to climb, boil (tr.)
$1,40 N, mo (pl. lastiak*) market
sukuar .,sukuur* N, tri. sugar
f34 never, not yet
sus V (h, suss) shake (tr.)
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suua V cost
**ear V spoil
eadl V make good, repair
la V (p. ea) n. Si h. eta) eat
Naiad& N lettuce
ilatr V be wise

War N, m.

hair
ebikt N, f. (pl, Sbikat) net
ilfr V (p. Vic; n, giir; h. afar) steal
141 V (h. *gal) work, be busy
$har N, m. moon, month
gib V ,age, become gray
eimandifir N, m. train
eke,* V (h. MO) be hard, cruel, dangerous, difficult
Vital N, m. (p1, Main) hobble
gkr V thank
Skgm V take in
1114ait N

$111110,

'm'a N, rn.

candle

ark V (p. SA; n. girki h. Naralc)
Sao N, m. job
Sur V slow
eutambrir N September
'Mutt N, f. (p1. Hari) tree'

t- BSa she
t BSb him
tt B5b her
tabrat N, f. (pl. tibratin)
tadwait N, 1. (p1, taduaiin)
taf V have

tafirast N, 1., eon,

share

letter, correspondence
pot, inkwell

pear

tafultt N, 1. sun
tafulust N, f. (pl. tifulusin) hen
tafunast N, I, (pl. tifunasin) cow
tafruxt 11, 1. (pl. tifrxan) girl
tagana N, f. sleep
tagant N, f.
taganin) forest
tagdift N. f. (p1. tigdifin) carpet, mat
tagdurt N, 1. (pl. tigdurin) large earthenware pot

taglait N, f. (pl. tiglai) egg
teglit: N, 1. (pl. tiglatin) queen
tavneauit N, f. (pl. tigtneauin) spoon

(from &vat ladle)

tagut tl, 1.

fog
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I. (p1; tight): imi l palm tree
tta_101
N, t Wil..111044 !goat
Ito
kilt" N, f (pf- 000 donkey
tititrids) shoulder
tit th 14 tp1. tihuox)

Store

'kit arid Pl.. -inir

ugio

tipetin 1, t,t p1. ;Sitter-i
powder

0 :No

(p1 tom's)

(*Ally, fireplace .
milk
N, M."
taksitit) taxi
;'-tik*Sat N, f. (pl. tikstarin) hill
teliktidat N, I. robbery
takurt* N, f.
N, m. (pl. titbit) teacher
taluht No
blackboard
tklulpt)
talunt N, 1, (pl. tilunin) strainer
tarn No eight,
tame* N, :rt. (pl, tamanat) price
tatnart 'N, t. (pl. tirnarin) beard
tama$rt N, 1. (p1. timisar) countryside
tanidakUlt N, f. (pl. tintduks,1) friend
11144t:Ni

41444 N,

,

Wotart N, f. (p1. timtarin)

woman, wife

tarntibil N, f. (pl. tamubilat) bus (in rural areas)
tanut N, C. (p1. tiuna) small well
tanutti N, f. (pl. tinutfa) .cistern
ttut%art N, f. carpentry
tart AS near
tarialt N, Co tog. dollar, bill
tarikt'N, f
tarikin) saddle
teryatts

'ISO V

(seeiuis)

sleep

User 4001, f,

tisar Klan)
mule
pot
ttiokyki N, 1. (pl titsMiuin) needle

taskiut N, 1. (p1. tisksa)

N, C. (pl,"tisrafin)
`t*srgult N, 1, (pl. tisrgal)
ta*Jhait _ Shilba

granary
lid

tisuka), street

1410

CM. tilibna) handkerchief
I 0,-1.'(p, tillkaiin). small bag

tatss4 N f. laughing
to ix'ukfs isfc'oto, rei,-Iuultru$44

tnukt-Nitii ag. and p1.

.

worm

leaf

_taxdstnt N, f. (p1. taxdim)

cleaning woman

ttitiait N, 1. (pl. tixesi) squash
.tazalit N, 1. (pl. titula) prayer
tasant N, f. (pl. tazanin) child
tazialt N, 1. (p1. tatlafin) bowl
tatbanit N, 1, (p1. tatbanin) bowl
N, 1. (pl. teuatin)

frying pan

taillr'statr N, m. (pl, tatatir) wealthy matt, merchant
team N, tn. (pl. tiam) food, grain
Ulm* .45

near, beside

tbla 11, t. (p1, tblat) table
Efate N, 1., coll. apples
tlar V

follow, pursue

mintk aiitfart

how much do you follow mos what do I owe you
too much
N, 1, (pi; tigausi:eun) thing

title:cat N, 1.

ttausat

tAut V

echo, one who talks

push

N, 1. (pl. tibarin) garden
tidt N, 1. (p1. tadiuin) height, height of a man (used as a unit
of measure)
tifaut N, 1. (pl; tifauin) light
titil N, 1. meat
tifliut N, 1. (pl. tifliuin) door, gate
Hint! 24, 1.-(Pl. tignla) house

tigtdit N, f. (pl. tigtdin)

small tog,

tlsri N, f.

beam, rafter,

reading
titti N, I. length, height
Otani N, f. (pl. tilarat) airplane
Hint' N, f., coil. dates
'tUi N, t,
tatn) ewe
timlcUt N; f, (pl, timkiltin) bowl, first dish served
timagida N, f. (pl, titnzgadiuin) mosque, school
tinglisi N I. 4nglish (language)
0110 N, 1. cooking, food
printing
tira
tit* N, t. (pl. tio:Juin) fever, heat
tirkmin N, f., coll. turnips
tiant N, f. salt

N, 1. (pl. tititn) tray
tit N, t. (p1., 1. ain) eye
Httutti N, I. (pl. tiuittittin) evening
tinuarnin N, 1. midday prayer
tizuit N, 1. (p1. tuna) be
tigiuit N, f. (pl., rrt. itauan) hurricane
titluba N, 1. robes
.

$7

at a meal

tak6biit N, 1, (pl.
tike.1)

WS.% N, t.

tribe
time, occasion

VMS N 'Nudity
Olaitia'nt N, 1. banana

tits' N, m., anoW
B5a = you (Mil pl.)
t.mt -B5a. you (1., pl.)
trna* N greed
trnsin N, 1. barley
to asb, them (M.)
tnt B5b them (1.)
tnAlvobit N, 1. (pl. tinak*ba)

hole

tnilttt N, 1., coll. lentils
(ea Nc nine
tilt* V (b. atom) laugh
B5a you (sg.)
tub N, m. cloth
tubis N, m. (pl. tubisad) bus
tudit N, f. butter
turigea N, m. strong man, hero
tusu V cough

tusut N, f,

cough

turOut+ N, 1. hope
tultit N, 1. something good
tuOut* N, f. stench
%IA A6 (vocative affix)

uala"-uaila P2 nor, neither, and not
ualakin P2 but
ualu Nb nothing
uexa P1 yes, certainly, all right
--udad N, m. (pl. udadn) antelope
udai N, m. (pl. udain) Jewish man
- udm No" m. (pl, udman) face
uf; V (h, tuf:) blow, breathe
'-ufals N, rri. (pl. ufaltn) rake
1,4 V (p. uga; n. ugi; h. tuga) shine
ug V (p. ug; n, ig; h. tuga) wash
ugld V (h, tugadl) be frightened
uge V get down, get off_
uh4 1,41- no
ukatn P4 hardly, only
uktObr N ()COI*

44 Pa

and

ultma Ni 1, (pl. taitmatn) my sister
(alway4 used with possessive pronoun)
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umlil N, m,
Woad N, m,

tir lt4

whiteness
weaving

not

Uri, V (p, Unlit; n. urit; h. tiurat)

be green, be yellow
usmids N cold
ulialnin) wolf, jackal
trihn N, m,
ut V (h. tkat) strike, hit
utat V (h, WW1) kneel

uuri V return (intr.)
tuts N, m, (p1. um) tooth
wan V (p. tuctan; n. wain; h. turclin)
%ran V (p. %ran; n. %Mtn; h. tuzan)

usr V sink, go down
triad V (p, utd; n, aid; h. tutad)

be disagreeable

weigh

prepare

leave
*alas: V (p.3culus:; n. xulist; h. txalas:) pay for
xalat: V (p. xulutt; n, xulitu h. trcalat:) mix, mingle
xali N, m. (pl, idxali) maternal uncle
xalti N, 1. (pl. icbcalti) maternal aunt
xamlm V (h. txamam) consider
xa' V

'carman Nc

fifty

xatr N, m.

wish, pleasure, desire

xatZU N, m., coll. carrots
'xcint V (p. xdam; n, xdim; h. txdam) work
xst V (p. xsar; n; X0121 h. txsar) spoil, rot
xiu:^-xstret V (p. icsa; n, xsi; h, txea) , be missing, lie lacking
xta Nb, f. the one
xtaian Nb, m. no one
*tali:, Nb,
she who
icutt V (p. xuakn. xui; h. txua) be empty, asserted

-live, reside
zdar V (p.'zdar; n zdir; h. dzdar)
aciai V (n, sditt)

be able, can
grind
agar; n. *gill h. dzgar) cause to touch, pass bY, walk on

idu V,(p. zdak n, scdi; h. zdat)

zgr V
stir V (h, sulfur) smear
sift N, m. tar, pitch
zigz V (h. sigiz) walk
.zigziu V (p. zigzau; n. sigzius h, zigzau)
slit e3 early
zit N, rn. oil
situ') N, f., pl, objects
zig V (p. slg; n. zlig; h, dzlag) slip
exit N, f. earthquake
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be green

alm V (p. slat; tt, stint) b. dilitn)
V (p. RASO n. sttsif h. tinsa)

peel, pare
sell

at* V (p, trite; n, sri; h. *1.04 `see
art, V (p. trb; n. sirbl h. dsrab) hut ry, hasten
Sri, V4 (p. sal n, trig h. art!) pass by
_snit V (p. grail n. WI; h. srail) cause to pass, pass with
sug V (h. tsug) Milk
'&44 V (p. suguat; n. tuguif; h tsult) be red, become red (h.)
tugs V (h. zugus) bring down
sund Pa like, as
, Sur V

be thick

suur V (p.-suar; n, suit.; h. sui4
isuarn the first
da* V

precede, guide

stink

darht N, f. (pl. darhat) injury
Naru V (p. guru; n. duri; h, ddura) pull, drag
daub V answer
Abib V (h, tilbab) pull, extract
dda N, f. (pl. idIda) grandmother
/ha N, m. man's name (used in many folk stories)
di V be well, strong, fat, rich
KM V cure
green peas
ilbana N, m.,
Inlets V (p. dmit a; n, dma4i; h. (lima') congregate, gather, collect
Indat V (p. dram; n. Inditn; h. dawn) save, rescue
drh V (p. drh; n. dith; h. dkarh) injure
dru V (p, dra; n. dri; h. ddra) take place, happen
du B4 never
tn. hunger
dudad: V prepare

'abr V weigh
'adi V be good
iadl; V (h. t'adl:) improve
'afak Pi please
'afu V (p. 'afa; n. 'afi; hi t'afa)
'alai) P4 why
lalud N, m, (p1. i'alaS)

forgive

.

calf

(also a'a1u)
'alu V (p. 4a4; n. 'alt; h. t'alu)
'am N, n'l year

be high, become higher (h,)

,

OpAil 1,4# 31'1. (14; id'ami)

my uncle (paternal)

4ari V (p. 'atm ^00amar; ri. 'aretir; h. 'smart)
'amti N, f. (pl, idlarnti) my aunt (paternal)
larnu V (p. ottnia; n. lami; h. t'aviu) be blind
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fill, beconfit full

ging* N, m. mint
'ard V (h. garad) invite
gallrin No twenty
'atar N, m, (p1. igatarn) medicine man, druggist
gauud V (h. t'auud)
repeat, recite
'auun V (h. quail) help
'aug V (h. daual) be crooked
galub V (h. gaiab) be pleasant, be wonderful
(with negative be unhappy, disturbed)
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